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METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN NATURALISTIC OBSERVATION:

SOME PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIO1S FOR FIELD RESEARCH'

Stephen A. Johnson and Orin D. Bolstad

University cf Oregon

Encapsulated schools cf thought hJvie occurred in all science: at
some stage in their developJlent. They appear most frequently during
periods where the fundamentzl assumpti.Jns of the science are in question.
Manifesto papers, acrimonious controversy, mutual rejection, and isola-
tion of other schools' -trategies are hallmarks of such episodes [David

. Krantz, The separate worlds of operant and non-operant psychology.
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 1971, 4 (1), p. 61].

History may well reveal that the greatest contribution of behavior

modification to the treatment :f human problems came with its emphasis on

the collection of behaviora] data.in ratural settings. The growth of thc.:

field will surely cotinue to produce greater refinement and proliferation

of specific behavior change proc3dures, but the critical standard for

assessing taeir utility will very likely remain the sane. We will always

want to know how a given procedure affects the subject's relevant behavior

in his "real" world.

If a behaviorist wants to convince someone of the correctness of his

approach to treating human problems, he is generally much less likely to

rely on logic, authority, or personal testimonials to persuade than are

proponents of other schools of psychotherapeutic thought. Rather, it is

most likely that he will show his behavioral data with the intimation that this

data speaks eloquently for itself. Because he is aware of the research on

the low level of generalizability of behavior across settings (e.g., see

Mischel, 1968), he is likely be more confident this data as it

becomes more naturalistic in character (i.e., as it reflects naturally

occurring behavior in the subject's usual habitat). As a perusal of the

behavior modification literature will indicate, these data are often
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extremely persuasive. Yet, the apparent success of behavior modification

and the enthusiasm that this success breeds may cause all of us to take

an uncritical approach in evaluating the quality of that data on which the

claims of success are based. A critical review of the naturalistic data

in behavior modification research will reveal that most of it is gathered

under circumstances in which a host of confounding influences can oper-

ate to yield invalid results. The observers employed are usually aware

of the nature, purpose and expected results of the observation. The

observed are also usually aware of being watched and often they also know

the purpose and expected outcome of the observation. The procedures for

gathering and computing data on observer agreement or accuracy are inap-

propriate or irrelevant to the purposes of the investigation. There is almost

never an indication of the reliability of the dependent variable under study,

and rarely is there any systematic data on the convergent validity of the

dependent measure(s). Thus, by the standards employed in some other areas of

psychological research, it can be charged that much behavior modification

research data is subject to observer bias, observee reactivity, fakability,

demand characteristics, response sets, and decay in instrumentation. In

addition, the accuracy, reliability and validity of the data used is often

unknown or inadequately established.

But, the purpose of this paper is not to catalogue our mistakes or to

w.-gue for the rejection of all but the purest data. If that were the case,

we would probably have to conclude with that depressing note which makes

so many treatises on methodology so discouraging. Although dressed in more

technical language, this purist view often expresses itself as: "You

can't get there from here." We can get there, but it's not quite as
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simple os perhaps we were first led to believe. The first step in getting

there is to define and describe those factors which most often jeopardize

the validity of naturalistic behavioral data. To this end, we will review

a host of investigations from many laboratories which demonstrate these

methodological problems. The second step is more constructive in nature:

to suggest, implement, 'and test the effectiveness of various solutions to

these dilemmas of methodology. Because behavioral data has become the

primary basis for our approa-...n to diagnosing and treating human problems,

the endeavor to improve methodology is perhaps our most critical task for

strengthening our contribution to the science of human behavior.

We will argue that the same kinds of methodological considerations

which are relevant in other areas of psychology are equally pertinent for

behavioral research. At least with respect to the requirements of sound

methodology, the time of isolation of behavioral psychology from other

areas of the discipline should quickly come to an end.

Throughout this paper, we will rely heavily on the experience of our

own research group in meeting, or at least attenuating, these problems.

We take this approach to illustrate the problems and their possible solu-

tions more precisely and concretely. Most of our solutions are far from

perfect or final, but it is our hope that a report based on real experi-

ence and data may be more meaningful than hypothetical solutions which

remlin untested. Thus, before beginning or the outline of methodological

problems and their respective solutions, it will be necessary for the

reader to have a general understanding of the purposes and procedures of

cur research. This research involves the observation of both "normal"

and "deviant" children and families in the home setting. The observation
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system employed is a modified form of the code devised by Patterson, Ray,

Shaw, and Cobb (1969). This revised system utilizes 35 distinct behavior

categories to record all of the behaviors of the target child and all behaviors

of other family members as they interact with this child. The system is

designed for rapid sequential recording of the child's behavior, the respon-

ses of family members, the child's ensuing response, etc. Obseridations

are typically done for forty-five minutes per evening during the pre-dinner

hour for five consecutive week nights. The observations are made under

certain restrictive conditions: a) All family members must be present in

two adjoining rooms; b) No interactions with the observer are permitted;

c) The television set may not be on'; and, d) No visi.ors or extended tele-

phone calls are permitted. Obviously, this represents a modified natural-

istic situation.

On the average, these procedures yield the recording of between 1,800

and 1,900 responses and an approximately equal number of responses of other

family agents over this time period of 3 hours and 45 minutes. This data is

collected in connection with a number of interrelated projects. These include

normative research investigations of the "normal" child (e.g., Johnson, Wahl,

Martin & Johansson, 1972); research involving a behavioral analylqs of the

child and his family (e.g., Wahl, Johnson, Martin & Jchensso:i, 1972;

Karpowitz, 1972;Johansson, Johnson, Martin, & Wahl, 1971); outcome research on

the effects of behavior modification intervention in families (Eyberg,

1972); comparisons of "normal" and "deviant" child populatioAs (Lobitz &

Johnson, 1972); and studies of methodological problems (Johnson & Lobitz, 1972;

Adkins & Johnson, 1972; Martin, 1971). These latter studies will be

reviewed in detail in the body of 4t,h.s paper. More recently, we have begun
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to investigate the generality of children's behavior across school and home

settings, and to document the level of generalization of the effects of

behavior modification in one setting to behavior in other settings (Walker,

Johnson, & Hops, 1972). Research is also in progress to relate naturalistic

behavioral data to parental attitudes and behavioral data obtained in mote

artificial laboratory settings. With all of these objectives in mind, it

is most critical that the behavioral data collected is as valid as

possible and it is to this end that we explore the complex problems of

methodology presented here.

Observer Agreement and Accuracy I:

Problems of Calculation and Inference

The most widely recognized requirement of research involving behavioral

observations is the establishment of the accuracy of the observers. This is

typically done by some form of calculation of agreement between two or more

observers in the field. Occasionally, observers are tested fJr accuracy by

comparing their coding of video or audio tape with some previously established

criterion coding of the recorded behavior. For convenience, we will refer to

the former procedure as calculation of observer agreement and the latter as

calculation of observer accuracy. In general, both of these procedures have

been labeled observer reliability. We will eschew this terminology because it
f:)

tends to confuse this simple requirement for observer agreement or accuracy

with the concept of the reliability cf a test as understood in traditional

test theory. As we shall outline in section three, it is quite possible
or)

to have perfect observer agreement or accuracy on a given behavioral

score with absolutely no reliability or consistency of measurement in the

traditional sense. Generally, the classic reliability requirement involves
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a demand for consistency in the measurement instrument over time (e.g.,

test-retest reliability) or over-sampled item sets responded to at roughly

the same time (e.g., split-half reliability). An example may help clarify

this point. If two computers score the sane MMPI protocol identically,

there is perfect "observer agreement" but this in no way means that the

MMPI is a reliable test which yields consistent scores.
2

Although the

question .f reliability as traditionally understood has been largely ignored

in behavioral research, we will argue in section three that it is a critical

methodological requirement which should be clearly distinguished from ob-

server agreement and accuracy.

There is no one established way to assess observer agreement or

accuracy and that is as it should be, because the index must be tailored

to suit the purposes of each individual investigation. There are three

basic decisions which must be made in calculating observer agreement. The

first decision involves the stipulation of the unit score on which the index

of agreement should be assessed. In other words, what is the dependent

variable for which an index of accuracy is required as measured by agree-

ment with other observers or with a criterion? An example from our own

research may help clarify this point. We obtain a "total deviant behavior

score" for each of the children we observe. This score is based on the sum

output of 15 behaviors judged to be deviant in nature. An outline of the

rationale and validity of this score will be given in a later section.

Suffice it to say, whenever two observers watch the same child for a given

period, they each come up with their own deviant behavior score. These

scores may then be compared for agreement on overall frequency. It is

obvious that the same deviant behaviors need not be observed to get high
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indexes of agreement on the total number of deviant behaviors observed.

Y.,t, for many of our purposes, this is not important, since we merely want

an index of the overall output of deviant behavior over a given period.

The same procedure is, of course, applicable to one behavior only, chains

of behavior, etc. The point is that the researcher must decide what unit

is of interest to him for his purposes and then compare agreement data on

that variable. In complex coding systems, like the one used in our labor-

atory, it has been customary to get an overall percent agreement figure

which reflects the average level of agreement within small time blocks

(e.g., 6-10 seconds) over all codes. In general, we would argue that this

kind of observer agreement data is relatively meaningless. It has limited

meaning because it is based on a combination of codes, some of which are

observed with high consensus and some which are not. Furthermore, the figure

tends to overweight those high rate behaviors which are usually observed

with greater accuracy and underweight those low frequency behaviors which

are usually observed with less accuracy. Patterson (personal communication)

has reported that the observer agreement on a code correlates .49 with

its frequency of use. Since it is often the low base rate behaviors which

are of most interest to researchers, this overall index of observer agree-

ment probably overestimates the actual agreement on those variables of

most concern.

The second question to be faced involves the time span within which

common coding is to be counted as an agreement. For most purposes of our

current research, score agreement over the entire 225 minutes of observa-

tion is adequate. Thus, when we compute the total deviant behavior score

over this period, we do not know that each observer sees the same deviant
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behavior at the same time. But, good agreement on the overall score tells

us that we have a consensually validated estimate of the child's overall

deviancy. For some research purposes, this broad t'i'me span for agreement

would be totally inadequate. For conditional probability analysis of one

behavior (cf. Patterson & Cobb, 1971), for example, one needs to know

that two observers saw the same behavior at the same time and (depending

on the question) that each observer also saw the same set or chain of

antecedents and/or consequences. This latter criterion is extremely

stringent, particularly with complex codes where low rate behaviors are

involved, but these criteria are necessary for an appropriate accuracy

estimate.

Once one has decided on the score to be analyzed and the temporal

rules for obtaining this score, one must then face the problem of what to do

with these scores to give a numerical index of agreement. The two most

common methods of analysis are percent agreement and some form of correla-

tional anal.lcis over the two sets of values. Both methods may, of course,

be used for observer agreement calculation within one subject or across a

group of subjects. Once again, neither method is always appropriate for

every problem and each has its advantages and disadvantages. The most

common was of calculating observer agreement involves the following simple

formula:

number of agreements
number of agreements + disagreements

What is defined as an agreement or disagreement has already been solved if

one has decided on the "score" to be calibrated and the time span involved.

lice of this formula implies, however, that one must be able to dis-

criminate the occurrence of both agreements and disagreements. This can
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only be accomplished precisely when the time span covered is r iatively

small (e.g., 1-15 seconds) so that one can be reasonably sure that twe

observers agreed or disagreed or the same coding unit. It has been common

practice for investigators to compare recorded occurrences of behavior

units over much longer time periods and obtain a percent agreement figure

between two observers which reflects the following:

smaller number of observed occurrences
larger number of observed occurrences

The present authors would view this as an inappropriate procedure because

there is no necessary "agreement" implied by the resulting percent. If

one observer sees 10 occurrences of a behavior over a 30-minute period and

the other sees 12, there is no assurance that they were ever in agreement.

The behavior could have occurred 22 or more times and there could be abso-

lutely no agreement on specific events. The two observers did not necessarily

agree 84% of the time. Data of this kind can be more appropriately analyzed

by correlational methods if such analysis is consistent with the way in

which the data is employed for the question under study. Although the same

basic problem mentioned above can, of course, occur, the correlational

method is viewed as more appropriate because; a) The correlation is computed

over an array of subjects or observation time segments and b) The correlation

reflects the level of agreement on the total obtained score and it does not

imply any agreement on specific events.

Whenever us'ng the appropriate method of calculating observer agreement
number of agreementspercent, (i.e:

) the investigatornumber of agreements + disagreements
should be particularly cognizant of the base rate problem. That is, the

obtained percent agreement figure should be compared with the amount of

agreement that could be obtained by chance. An example will clarify this

point. Suppose two coders are coding on a binary behavior coding system

(e.g., appropriate vs. inappropriate behavior). For the sake of illustra-

tion, let us suppose that observers have to characterize the subject's

behavior as either appropriate or inappropriate every five seconds. Now,

let us suppose, as is usually the case, that most of the subject's behavior

is appropriate. If the subject's behavior were appropriate 90% of the time,

/6
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two observers coding randomly at these base rates (i.e., .90-.10) will obtain

82% agreement by chance alone. Chance agreement is computed by squaring the

bast. rate of each code category and summing these values.
3

In this simple

case, the mathematics would be as follows: .90
2
+ .10

2
= .82. The same pro-

cedure may, of course, be used with multi-code systems.

The above .90-.10 split problem may be reconceptualized as mane in which

the occurrence or nonoccurrence of inappropriate behavior is coded every five

seconds. If, for purposes of computing observer agreement, we look at only

those blocks in which at least one of two observers coded the ccurrence

of inappropriate behavior, the chance level agreemont is drastically reduced.

The probability that two observers would code occurrence in the same block by

chance is only .10
2

or one percenl_. It would not be theoretically inappro-

priate to count agreement on nonoccurrence but, In thr present example and

in most cases, this procedure ie associated with relatively high levels of

chance agreement.

Whenever percent agreement data is reported, the base rate chance agree-

ment should also be reported and the difference noted. Statistical tests of

that difference can, cf course, be computed. As long as the bete rate data

is reported, the percent agreement figure would always seem to be appropriate.

For obvious reasons, however, it becomes less satisfactory as the chance agree-

ment figure approaches 1.0.

The other common method uf computing agreement data is by means of a corre-

lation between two sets of observations. The values may be scores from a group

of subjects or scores from n observation segments on one subject. This method

is particularly useful when one is faced with the high chance agreement problem

or where the requirement of simple similarity in ordering subjects on the depen-

dent variable is sufficient for the research. As we shall illustrate, the
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correlation is also particularly useful in cases where one has a limited

sample of observer agreement data relative to the total amount of observation

data. In general, correlations have been used with data scores based on

relatively large time samples. In other words, they
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tend to be used for summary scores on individuals over periods of 10 minutes

to 24 hours. There is no reason why correlation methodology could not be

applied to data from smaller time segments (e.g., 5 seconds), bLt this has

rarely been done. So, studies using correlation methods have generally been

those in which one cannot be sure that the same behaviors are being jointly

observed at the same time. In using correlation methods for estimating

agreement, one should be aware of two phenomena. First, it is possible to

obtain high coefficients of correlation when one observer consistently

overestimates behavioral rates relative to the other observer. T; dif-

ference can be rather large, but if it is consistently in one direction,

the correlation can be quite high. For some purposes this problem would :As

of little consequence but for other purposes it could be of consideraf le

importance. The data can be examined visually, or in other more systematic

ways, t, see to what extent this is the case. This problem can be virtually

eliminated if one uses many observers and arranges for all of them to cali-

brate each other for agreement data. Under these circumstances, one will

obtain a collection of regular observer figures and a list of mixed cali-

brator figures for correlation. This procedure should generally correct for

systematic individual differences and make a consistent pattern as outlined

above extremely unlikely. The second problem to be cognizant of in using

correlations is that higher values become more possible as the range on

the dependent variable becomes greater. This fact may lead to high indexes

of agreement when observers are really quite discn pant with respect to

the number of a given behavior they are observing. An illustration may

clarify this point. Let us suppose we are observing rates of crying and

whining behavior in preschool children over a five-hour period. Some

/3
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particularly "good" children may display these behaviors very little and,

given a true occurrence score of 7, two observers may obtain scores of 5

and 10 on this behavior class. This would be only 50% agreement. Other

children display these behaviors with moderate to very hign equencY. For

a child with high frequency, we may find our two observers riving us scores

of 75 and 125 respectively. This would be equivalent to 60% agreement and,

of course, represents a raw discrepancy of 50 occurrences. Yet, if these

examples were repeated throughout the distribution of scores .nd if there

were little overlap, a high correlation would be obtained. This would be

even more true, of course, if one observer consistently overt timated the

rates observed by the other. Yet, even this possibility doe^ not necessarily

jeopardize the utility of the method. It must merely be recognized, examined

and its implication for the question under evaluated. in our own

research we want to catalogue the deviancy rates of normal children, compare

them with deviant children, and observe changes in deviancy rates as a

result of behavior modification training with parents. For t'aPse purposes,

general agreement on levels of deviant responding is quite good enough.

In our research on the normal child, we have had 47 families of the

total 77 families observed for the regular five-day period by an assigned

observer. On one of these days an additional 'server was sent to the family

for the purpose of checking observer agreement. The correlation between the

deviant behavior scores of the two observers was .80. But, in a purely

statistical sense, this figure is an underestimate of what the agreement

correlation would be for the full five days of observation. Since we are

using a statistic based on five times as much dptiit, tie want to know the expected
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observer agreement correlation for this extended period. Adding time to an

observation period is analogous to adding items to a test. The problem we are

faced with here is very similar to that dealt with by traditional test theorists

who have sought, for example, to estimate the reliability of an entire

test based on the reliability of some portion of the test. In our case,

we want to know the expected correlation for the statistic based on five

days when we have the correlation based on one day. The well-known

Spearman-Brown formula (Guilford, 1954) may be applied to this end (as in

, 4
Patterson, Cobb, & Ray, 1972; Patterson & Reid, 1970; Reid, 1967).

r = Ott
-nn

1 + (n-1)r
-tt

where r
tt = reliability of the test of unit length

n = length of total test.

With the Spearman-Brown correction, the expected observer agreement corre-

lation for the deviant behavior score .95. This same procedure has also

been applied to other statistics of particular interest in this research

including: a) the proportion of the parent's generally "negative" responses

(correct agreement = .97), b) the proportion of the parent's generally

positive responses (corrected agreement = .98), c) the median agreement

coefficient of the 29 behavior codes observed for five or more children

(corrected agreement = .91), d) the median corrected agreement of the 11

out of 15 deviant behavior codes used (r = .91), e) the number of parental

commands given (corrected agreement = .99), and f) the compliance ratio

(i.e., compliances/compliances plus noncompliances) of the child (corrected

agreement = .92). As our research is completed, we will be presenting

observer agreement data using different statistics, computed in different

ways, and evaluated by different criteria.

16
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The primary point of this section is to indicate that there are many

ways of calculating observer agreement data and there is no one "right way

to do it." The methods differ on three basic dimensions: a) the nature

and breadth of the dependent variable unit, b) the time span covered, and

c) the method of computing the index. Each investigator must make his own

decisions on each of these three points in line with the purpo.es of his

investigation. But, the investigator should be guided by one central

prescription--the agreement data should be computed on the score used as the

dependent variable. It makes no sense to report overall average agreement

data (except perhaps as a bow to tradition) when the dependent variable

is "deviant behavior rate." In addition, it makes little sense to make

the agreement criteria relative to time span more :tringent than necessary.

If the dependent variable is overall rate of deviant behavior for a five-

day period, then this is the statistic for which agreement should be com-

puted. It is not necessary for this limited purpose that both observers

see the same deviant behavior in the same brief time block.

Before closing this section on the computation of observer agreement,

we should address the somewhat unanswerable question of the minimum criteria

for the acceptability of observer agreement data. In other words, how much

agreement is sufficient for moving on to consider the results of a particular

study. When using observer agreement percent, it would seem reasonable, at

the very minimum, to show that the agreement percent is greater than that

which could be expect-d by chance alone. When dealing with correlation data,

one should at least show the obtained correlation to be statistically signi-

ficant. These criteria are, of course, extremely minimal and certainly far

below those criteria commonly used in traditional testing and measurement

/6,
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to establish reliability (e.g., (;11ilford, 1954). Yet, the:,e oritorid

do provide a reasonable lowest ievol standard and there are some very ,,00d

reasons why we should not be overly conservative on this point. In the

first place, very complex codes, which may provide us with some of our

most interesting findings, are very difficult to use with complete accuracy.

On the basis of our experience, and that of G. R. Patterson (personal communi-

cation), we see an overall agreement percent of 80% to 85% as traditionally

computed as a realistic upper limit for the kind of complex code we are

using.

Furthermore, to the exten. that less than perfect agreement represents

only unsystematic error in the dependent variable, it cannot be considered

a confounding variable accounting for positive results.. Any positive findinF,

which emerges in spite of a good deal of "noise" or error variance is probably

a relatively strong effect.

Low observer agreement does, however, have very important implications

for negative results. This gets us back to the fundamental principle that

one can never prove the hypothesis. The more error in the measurement

instrument, the greater the chance for failing to discover important pheno-

mena. Thus, just as with traditional test veliability, the lower the ob-

server accuracy, the less confidence one can have in any negative findings

from the research.

Observer Agreement and Accuracy II:

Generalizability of Observer Agreement Data

All of the preceding discussion on the calculation of observer agree-

ment data relies on the assumption that the obtained estimates of agree-

ment are generalizable to the remainder of the observers' data collection.

/ 7
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In most naturalistic behavior -i1 resoarch, however, this a,umpti(41 cannot

go unchallenged and this bring: us to our next, and largely !uhle.

methodological problem. To illustrate this problem, let uL, Lake the not

untypical case of an investigator who trains his observers on a behavioral

code until they meet the criterion of two consecutive observation sessions

at 80% agreement or better. After completing this training, tie investi-

gator embarks on his research with no further assessment of a'erver agree-

ment. There are three basic problems with this methodology which make the

generalizability of this agreement data extremely questionable. These

problems are a) the nonrandomness of the selected data points, b) the

unrepresentativeness of the selected data points in terms of the time of the

assessment, and c) the potential for the observer's reactivity to being

checked or watched. The first two problems may be rather easily solved in

all naturalistic research, but the third problem represents quite a challenge

to some forms of naturalistic observation. Let us explore these problems in

more detail. The nonrandomness of selecting the last two "successful"

observation sessions in a series for establishing a true estimate of

agreement should be very obvious. It is not unlikely that, had the investi-

gator obtained several additional agreement sessions, he would find the

average agreement figure to be lower than 80%. It is quite possible that

our observers had, by chance, two consecutive "good days" which are highly

unrepresentative of the days to come. One can almost visualize our hypo-

thetical investigator, after the first day of highly accurate observation,

saying to his observers, "That was really a good one; all we need is one

more good session and we can begin the study." But, now we are getting

into problems two and three.
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The second problem of unrepreentativener;s in terms of time :,:--

viously been discussed 1)y Cimpbell and .>tanley (1966) and labele i in trugnt

decay. That is, estimate, of observer accuracy obtained one week may not be

representative of obsci or accuracy the next week. The longer the research

lasts, the greater is the potential problem of instrument decay. Jr. tn,

case of human observers, the decay may result from processes of forgeftini,,

new learning, fatigue, etc. Thus, because of instrument decay, our investi-

gator's estimate of 80% agreement is proabiy an exaggeration of Inc true

agreement during the study itself. The problem of instrument decay is also

often compounded by -Ile fact that during observer training, there is usually

a great deal of intense and concentrated work with the code, coupled with

extensive training and feedback concerning observer accuracy. This inten-

sity of experience and feedback is u..ually not maintained throughout the

course of the research, and, as a result, the two time periods are charac-

terized by very different sets of experiences for the observers. The third

problem of generalizability of this agreement data involves the simple fact

that people often do a better, or at least a different, job when they are

aware of being watched as opposed to when they are not. Campbell and

Stanley (1966) have labeled this problem reactive effects of testing. It

is likely that, when observers are being "tested" for accuracy, they will

have heightened motivation for accuracy and heightened vigilance for criti-

cal behaviors or for the coding peculiarities of their calibrator. This

point has been brought home dramatically to us on more than one occasion

by the tears of an observer after earning a particularly low agreement

rating, Thus, because of the reactivity problem, estimates of observer

agreement obtained with the awareness of the observer are likely to over-
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estimate the true agreement level which would be obtained if the obsorw,r

were not aware of such calibration.

Fortunately, all of the preceding logical arguments have been investi-

gated in some recent research largely contributed by John Reid of the Oregon

Research Institute. In his first published study on this problem, Reid

(1970) designed a study which, from the observer's point of view, was almost

identical to the hypothetical example given earlier. In this study, ob-

servers were trained for a maximum of eight days on complex behavioral coding

of videotape material in a laboratory setting. They were trained until they

obtained 70% agreement on two consecutive days for 15 minutes of observation

per day. In each training session, feedback was given to the observers

concerning their accuracy, but in the immediately following assessment ses-

sion no such feedback was given. After training was completed, the observers

were led to believe that they would be the only ones seeing the new tapes

because criterion protocols had not been previously constructed and

the tapes would have to be erased immediately after coding so that they

might be reused. Observers were urged, therefore, to be very careful in

their subsequent coding. On each of four consecutive days after reaching

criterion, the observers were asked tp complete 30 minutes of observation

on similar stimulus materials. The first 5 minutes of each session served

as a practice period in which the experimenter gave feedback to the ob-

server when necessary. Although the observers were not aware of it,

criterion protocols had been prepared on these videotape materials, thus

providing a covert assessment of observer accuracy. Throughout the study,

observer accuracy was computed by comparing the data entry with the stan-

dard protocol. Both errors of commission and omission were counted. This

is the type of overall and generally stringent accuracy criteria which we
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have earlier recommended again!-.t for most 1,esearch purposes. nv event,

all observers reached the 70% agreement criterion at or before .;-ht days

of training and the average agreement during the two criterion days way

75.50%. The average agreement during the following four days, however, was

only 51.25%, representing a drop of nearly 25 percentage points. Now it is

obvious that, in this first study, all three confounding problems were

present--a) unrepr entativeness of tho criterion days, b) instrument decay

due to passage of time, etc., and c) reactivity to being tested. Th:' is

the procedure, however, which is repr-entative of many investigation: in

the field. Reid's study certainly demonstrates the potentially powerful

impact of these confounding influences. Because of the relatively snort

time span involved in this study, it is likely that most of this effect

is attributable to the reactivity problem.

A more recent study by Taplin and Reid (in preparation) sheds greater

light on the contribution of each of these confounding influences. Al-

though some of the details of this latter study differed from the earlier

investigation, the basic procedures and concepts involved were the same.

After training to criterion of 70% agreement, the observers were assigned

to one of three groups: a) No- check group--the procedures in this group

essentially replicated those of the former study such tat the observers

were unaware of agreement assessment beyond the criterion period. b)

Spot-check group--in this group, observers were told that their accuracy

would be checked from time to time d'iring the experimental phase, but that

they would be aware of when these checks would be made. This group controls

for the problem of unrepresentativeness of criterion day performance as

well as instrument decay, but does not control for reactivity to testing.

0 Random-check group - -in this group, the observers were told that their
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accuracy would be checked randomly in 20% of the sessions but that they

would not be aware of when these checks occurred. This procedure, not only

controls for the first two problems, but also controls for the reactivity

problem by making it constant. In other words, it is likely that the know-

ledge of a "potential" assessment of accuracy will increase the cpserver's

motivation and vigilance. Yet, this is not a confounding influence since

any random assessment of accuracy in the series will not be unrepreenta-

tive of the other points in the series. Thus, whenever practically

possible, this strategy of random assessment without observer awarene or

assessment on every observation occasion is most consistent with rigorous

research requirements. The results of the Taplin and Reid (in preparation)

study are presented in Figure 1 and are of particular interest are for

the way in which they illustrate the operation of the three confounding

Insert Figure 1 about here

problems. The discrepancy between percent agreement on the criterion days

and on the days of data collection is obvious and significant for all groups.

Thus, the use of this kind of previously collected criterion data for

generalization to subsequent data collection appears highly inwpropriate,

regardless of the method of data collection or the rationale plovided

observers during the data collection period. In all groups, the confounds

of unrepresentativeness of criterion day data and instrument decay from

the criterion days are obvious. Now, the observer accuracy data produced

on the spot check days are not unrepresentative, in the sense that these

days were presumably not chosen initially as particularly "good" ones, as

were the criterion days. In addition, this procedure controls for the
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problems of instrument decay due to passage of time since 1:10

randomly throughout the period of data collection. It is clear that

"spot check" accuracy assessment produced less overestimation Di true Accur-

acy than did the criterion day estimates. The data in this "spot chock"

group is very clear, however, in illustrating the problem of oh'erver reac-

tivity. The agreement percents in the two spot check periods are clearly

overestimates of agreement percents ohtained under covert assessrent.

the "spot check" method represents a decided improvement over the criterion

score method, but it is an imperfect solution.

In some naturalistic settings, the "spot check" method may hav- 1,

remain the optimal solution for rea,ons of cost di the potential for the

reactive effects inherent in u-ing multiple aerwrs cmtinuousiv (e.g.,

in observations in homes or other confined quarter ). As previot ly tated,

the methods of total accuracy assessment (e.g., as ihod by Wahler, Lw7,

Browning & Stover, 1971) or random accurac .ssmout without ,Iwo.:0

(as in Taplin & Reid, in preparation) arc -always; preferahle when po,,ritle.

These methods are, of course, particularly simple to apply with video, or

audio tape materials or in natural settings where tw- or more observer

are, for whatever reason, employed simultaneously and continuously. In

classrooms, for example, it is often the case that two or more observers

record the behaviors of two or more children. Under these circumstances,

the investigator can arrange the observers' recording schedules that their

observation of subjects overlap at random times. In this way, two observers

can record the behavior of the same subject at the same time without either

having knowledge of the ongoing calibration for agreement which is occurring

at that specific time. This procedure would replicate the "random check
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group" of Taplin and Reid (in preparation) in a field setting. It would

probably be difficult, if not impossible, to keep the fact of random cali-

bration a secret from the observers for any extended period, but, as stated

earlier, this is no real problem, because the randomly collected data with-

out specific awareness is representative of accuracy at other times. The

Taplin and Reid (in preparation) data would suggest that the motivational

effects of informing observers of the random checks slightly increases the

level and stability of their accuracy scores. (Compare the three groups'

accuracy level and stability in the data collection period in Fizure 1.)

In more recent research, Reid and his colleagues have directed tneir

efforts to finding ways of eliminating the instrument decay or "observer

drift" observed in all previous studies regardless of the method of moni-

toring. In several long -term research projects, including our own (e.g.,

Johnson, Wahl, Martin & Cohausson, 1972), the one directed by fl. t.

Patterson (e.g., Patterson, Cobb, & Ray, 1'Y/2) and the one reported by

Browning and Stover (1971), continuous training, discussion of the coding

system, and accuracy feedback are provided for the observer';. It is possible

that this kind of training and feedback could eliminate, or Lt least atten-

uate, observers' accuracy drift as well as the problem of the unrepresenta-

tiveness of "spot check" accuracy assessments. To test this hypotheis,

DeMaster and Reid (in preparation) designed a study in which 1,rot levels

of feedback and training during data collection were compared ,n a sample of

28 observers. The observers were divided into 14 pairs and all subsequent

procedures were carried out in the context of these fixed pairs. The three

experimental groups were as follows: Group I--Total Feedback--In this group

observers a) discussed their observation performance together while reviewing

their coding of the previous day's video tape, b) discussed their previous
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day's observation with the experim-nter in terms of their arreet-:, nt witn the

criterion coded protocol, and c) received daily report of Ho i r ac,to,.

with respect to the criterion prote,:ol. Group Agrewnent Feed:ack--

In this group, observers were given ti.e opportunity to discuss their perform-

ance as in a above and b)were given a daily report on the extent to which

each observer's coding protocol agreed witn the protocol of the other ob-

server. Subjects in this group were deprived of a discussion or report of

their level of agreement with the criterion protocols. Group III--No

Feedback--Subjects in this group were deprived of the kinds of feedbach

given in the previous two conditions and were instructed not to Miscue,:,

their work among themselves to eliminate a possible "bias of the data."

This group was similar in concept to the random-check group in the Tdplin

and Reid (in preparation) study in that they w,2re told, as were all other

subjects, that their accuracy would Le checked at random interva in the

data collection period. The ,ATendent variables were a) the agreement scores

between pairs of unservers and b) the "accuvacy" scores reflected by the

percent agreement with the criterion protocols. The results showed that the

intra-pair observer agreement scores were significantly hi;;her than were

scores reflecting agreement with the criterion. These results tend to

corroborate the hypothesis forwarded by Baer, Wolt, and Risley (1q68) ,nd

Bijou, Peterson and Ault (1')68) that high infra -pair agreement ,, riot

necessarily reflect proper use of the coding system. We shall call this

problem "consensual observer drift." It is very important to note, however,

that the design of this study which placed observers in Iiyec Ind unchanging

pairs would tend to maximize this effect. In the field studies referred to

above, observers typically meet in larger groups for training and feedback

and observers rotate in calibrating each other's observations. Under these
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circumstances, the effects of consensual drift would logically be expected

to be less potent. Indeed, further data from the DeMaster and Reid (in

preparation) study lends support to this argument. On these video-tape

materials where more than one pair of observers had coded the sequilc:,

the investigators compared the fixed pair agreement with the agreement

between observers in other pairs. In all cases, the fixed pair agreed more

with one another than they did with the observers in the other pairs. Thus,

this idiosyncratic drift of fixed pairs may be greater than drift exper-

ienced under currently employed field research procedures. Yet, a recent

study by Romanczyk, Kent, Diament, and O'Leary (1971) showed that during

overt agreement assessment observers would change their coding behavior

to more closely approximate the differential coding styles of their cali-

brators. Thus, it is possible for observers to produce one kind of consen-

sual drift with some calibrators and an opposite consensual drift with others

to yield artifically high observer agreement data.

The manipulations in the Romanczyk et al. (1973) study were quite

powerful, however, and one can question the generalizability of these

artificially induced conditions to real field studies. Nevertheless, this

study does demonstrate the potential for powerful and differential consensual

drift. In spite of these considerations, one must realize that it is im-

possible in an ongoing field observation to have a "pure" criterion protocol,

since one cannot arbitrarily designate one observer's protocol as the "true"

criterion and the other as the imperfect approxiw._e. But, one can atten-

uate this problem considerably by having frequent training sessions with

observers on pre-coded video-tape material or on pre-coded behavioral

scripts which may be acted out live by paid subjects. The importance of
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this recommendation is underlined by DeMaster and Reid's (in .pir,ition)

second important finding. Analysis of the data indicated a si nificant main

effect for feedback conditions, with the total feedback group doing best,

followed by the intra-pair feedback group and the no feedback group,

respectively.

It may be of interest to review briefly how our own project stacks up

with regard to these considerations and to suggest ways in which it and

similar projects might be improved in this area. Initial observer training

in our laboratory consists of the following program: a) reading; and study

of the observation manual, b) completion of programmed instruction materialq

involving precoded interactions,c) participation in daily intensive training

sessions which include discussion of the system and coding of precodeA

scripts which are acted out live by paid but nonprofessional actors, d)

field training with a more experienced observer followed immediately by

agreement checks. Currently, when an observer obtains five sessions with

an average overall percent agreement of 70% or better, she may begin regular

observation without constant monitoring. All observers continue to partici-

pate in continuous training and are subject to continuous checking with

feedback. This is accomplished in two ways. First, each observer is

subject to one spot-check calibration for each family she observes. This

calibration may come on any one of the regular five days of observation.

Beth observers figure their percent agreement in the traditional way

immediately after the session and discuss their disagreements at thiL- time.

If they cannot resolve their disagreement on a particular or idiosyncratic

problem, they call the observer trainer immediately who serves as sort of an

imperfect criterion coder. From time to time, idiosyncratic problems arise

which cannot be resolved by the coding manual alone. Decisions on how to
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code these special cases are made by the group and the trainer and are

entered in a "decision log" which is periodically studied by all observers.

These special circumstances are unfortunate and provide an opportunity for

consensual drift, but are part of the reality with which we must deal. The

"decision log" helps attenuate the drift problem on these decisions, and most

of them tend to be idiosyncratic to one or two families. The second aspect

of continual training involves a minimum of one 90-minute training session

per week for all observers iniolving discussion and live coding experience.

We have been negligent in our procedures in not retaining our precoded

scripts over time and recoding these from month to month and year to year.

On the basis of our review of Reid's excellent work, we have now begun to

correct this error by retaining these scripts and subjecting them to recoding

periodically to check the problem of "consensual observer drift." As will

be obvious, we use the imperfect method of "spot check" calibration for

observer agreement, but Reid's data is encouraging in that it indicates that

the kind of intensive and continual training outlined here may attenuate the

problems associated with this method. Furthermore, our observers are con-

vinced that calibration scores obtained on a single day of observation are

probably lower than would be obtained over two or more days of observation.

The reason for this belief is that the calibrator would logically have more

difficulty in adapting to each new home environment and identifying the

subjects of observation on the first day in the home than on subsequent

days. Unfortunately, we have no hard data to prove this hypothesis, but we

have begun to do more than one day of calibration on families in order to

test it.

The problem of consensual drift is also attenuated in this project by
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the practice of having each observer calibrate all other observers.

recently began to employ only one calibrator for reasons of convenience and

cost, but this review has persuaded us to return, at least partially, to

multiple calibration among all observers.

As stated earlier, the problems associated with reactivity to testing

for observer agreement could largely be solved by procedures which involved

coding of audio or video tapes. This is true because one could arrange

calibration on a random basis without observer awareness. Because proce-

dures of this kind could also solve or attenuate problems of observer bias

and subject reactivity, we are beginning to consider procedures of this type

more seriously for future research and are now involved in pilot work on

the feasibility of these methods. Short of this, we must he content with the

"spot check" method as outlined and attempt to attenuate the problems assn-

ciated with this method by use of extensive training and feedback as

suggested by DeMaster and Reid (in preparation).

Reliability of Naturalistic Behavioral Data

One must look long and hard through the behavior modification literature

to find even an example of reliability data on naturalistic behavior

rate scores. In classical test theory, the concept of reliability involves

the consistency with which a test measures a given attribute or yields a

consistent score on a given dimension. Theoretically, a test of intelli-

gence, for example, is reliable if it consistently yields highly similar

scores for the same individual relative to other individuals in the sample.

There are several approaches to measuring reliability including split-half

measures, equivalent forms, test-retest methods, etc. Each method nas a

somewhat different meaning, but the basic objective of each is an estimate
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of the consistency of measurement. It is difficult to tell whether lenivior-

ists have simply neglected, or deliberately rejected, the reliability re-

quirement for their own research. The concept comes out of classical test

theory and is obviously allied to trait concepts of personality. Behavior-

ists may feel that the concept is irrelevant to their purp,)seq. After all,

we know that there is often very little proven consistency in human behavior

over time and stimulus situations (e.g., see Mischel, 1968), so why should

we require a consistency in our measurement instruments that is not present

in real life? Behaviorists may feel that reliability is an ou,moded con-

cept and belongs exclusively to the era of trait psychology. if this is,

in fact, the reason for the neglect of the reliability issue iu behavioral

research, it represents a serious conceptual error and a clear misapplication

of the meaning of the data on the ,ack of behavioral consistency so elo-

quently summarized by Mischel (1968). It is true, of course, that behav-

iorists employ more restricted definitions of the topography of the relevant

response dimensions (e.g., hitting vs. aggression) and that they often in-

clude more restrictive stimulus events in defining these dimensions (e.g.,

child noncompliance to mother's commands vs. child negativism). Yet, the

fact remains that we are still dealing with scores that reflect behavioral

dimensions. If the word "trait" offends, then another label will do as

well. Furthermore, the scores are obtained for the same purposes that trait

scores are obtained--to correlate with some other variable. Generally,

behavior modifiers "correlate" these scores with the presence or absence

of some treatment procedure but certainly our data is not limited to this one

objective. In our own research, for example, we are currently comparing

children's deviant behavior rates in their homes with their deviancy in the

school classroom (Walker, Johnson, & Hops, 1972) and comparing the deviancy

66
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rates of normal children with those oh:-,erved in referred or "deviant"

children (Lobitz S Johnson, 1'172). The most elementary knowleke of the

concept of reliability tells us that some minimal level of behavior ;core

reliability is necessary before we can ever hope to obtain any significcnt

relationship between our behavioral score and any external variable. Thus,

the requirement of score reliability is just as important in resedrcr.

employing behavioral assessment as it is in more traditional forms of psy-

chological assessment, but with only a few exceptions (e.g., Cobb, 1- 4,9;

Harris, 1969; Olson, 1930-31; Patterson, Cobb, S Ray, 1972) behaviori:.ts

have ignored this important issue.

As a consequence of the reasoning presented above, we have been p.Jr-

ticularly cognizant of the reliability of the scores used in our research.

We were quite encouraged to find, for example, that the odd-even-splil-'talf

reliability of our "total deviant behavior score" in a sample of 33 "normal"

children was .72. This reliability was ccmputed by correlating the total

deviant behavior score obtained on the first, third, and first half of the

fifth day with the same score obtained from the remainder of the period.

After applying the Spearman-Brown correction formula, we found tnat the

reliability of this score for the entire five-day ooservation period was .83.

This relatively high level of reliability indicate that this score should,

at least in ( statistical sense, be quite sensitive to manipulation or to

true relationships with other external variables (e.g., social class, or

educational level of the parents). Other behavioral scores which are im-

portant to our research include: a) the proportion of generally negative

responses of the parents (corrected reliability = .90), b) the proportion

of generally positive responses of parents (corrected reliability = .87),

31
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c) the median reliability of the 35 individual codes (r = .69), d) the

corrected median reliability of the deviant codes = .66, 3) the number of

parental commands during the observation (corrected reliability = .85), and

I) the compliance ratio (i.e., compliances/compliances noncompliance) of

the child (corrected reliability = .49). The reliability of the compliance

ratio is not as high as we might have wished, but it may still be high enough

to be sensitive enough for powerful manipulations. We have been less for-

tunate in obtaining good reliability scores on some other statistics import-

ant to our research efforts. For example, the compliance ratios to specific

agents (i.e., to mothers or fathers) have yielded rather low reliabilities.

The reasons for this are two-fold: First, ratio scores are always less re-

liable than are their component raw scores, because they combine the error

variance of both components. Second, and of more general importance,

these scores are based on relatively few occurrences. On the average, for

example, fathers give only 36 commands over the five-day period. These

occurrences must then be divided for the compliances and noncompliances and

further split in half for the odd-even reliability estimate. By the time

this erosion taes place, there are few data points on which to base re-

liability estimates. This problem is even more profound when we use one day

of compliance ratio data to compute observer agreement on this statistic,

since, on the average, fathers give only 7.2 commands per day. Thus, when

we are dealing with behavioral events of fairly low base rate, observer

agreement correlations and reliability coefficients may often not be

"fairly" computed because there is simply not enough data. In classical

test theory terminolc ;, there may often not be enough "items" on the be-

havioral test to permit an accurate estimation of the reliability of the
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score. What should we do with cases of this kind? A methodological purist

might argue that we should throw out this data and use only scores with

proven high reliability and observer agreement. We would argue that this

course would be a particularly unfortunate solution for several reasons.

First, low base rate behaviors are often those of special importance in

clinical work. Second, if low reliability reflects nothing more than

random, unsystematic error 'n the measurement instrument, it cannot jeopar-

dize or provide a confounding influence on positive results (i.e., it cannot

contribute to the commission of Type I errors). But, either low reliability

or low observer agreement does have profound implications for the meaning

of negative results (i.e., the commission of Type II errors). Fortunately,

the effects of many behavior modification procedures are so dramatic that

they will emerge significant in spite of relatively low reliability or

observer accuracy.

In one of the other few examples of reliability data in the behavior

modification literature, Cobb (1969) found that the average odd-even re-

liability of relevant behavioral codes used in the school setting was only

.72. Yet, Cobb (1969) found that the rates of certain coded behaviors

showed strong relationships to achievement in arithmetic. Thus, relatively

low reliability or observer agreement jeopardizes very little the meaning

of positive results, but leaves negative results with little meaning.

There is, however, one very critical qualifying point to this argument. It

is that the error expressed in low reliability or observer accuracy must

be random, unsystematic, and unbiased. With this consideration in mind, we

now move to what are perhaps the most important methodological issues in

naturalistic research--observer bias and observee reactivity to the obser-

vation process.
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The Problem of Observer Bias in Naturalistic Observation

Shortly after the turn of the century, 0. Pfungst became intrigued

with a mysteriously clever horse named Hans. By tapping his foot, "Clever

Hans" was able to add, subtract, multiply and divide and to spell, read,

and solve problems of musical harmony (Pfungst, 1911). Hans' wner, a

Mr. von Osten, was a German mathematics teacher who, unlike the vaudeville

trainers of show animals, did not profit from the horse's peculiar talents.

He insisted that he did not cue the animal and, as proof, he permitted

others to question Hans without his being present. Pfungst reTwiined in-

credulous and began a rogram of systematic study to unravel tHe mystery

of Hans' talents.

Pfungst soon discovered that, if the horse could not see the questioner,

Hans could not even answer the simplest of questions. Neither would Hans

respond if the questioner himself did not know the answer. Pfungst next

observed that a forward inclination of the questioner's head was sufficient

to start the horse tapping, and raising the head was sufficient to terminate

the tapping. This was true even for very slight motions of the head, as

well as the lowering and raising of the eyebrows and the dilation and con-

traction of the questioner's nostrils.

Pfungst reasoned and demonstrated that Hans' questioners, even the

skeptical ones, expected the horse to give correct responses. Unwittingly,

their expectations were reflected in their head movements and glances to

and from the horse's hooves. When the correct number of hoof taps was

reached, the questioners almost always looked up, thereby signaling Hans

to stop (Rosenthal, 19661.

Some fifty years later, Robert Rosenthal began to investigate the

importance of the expectations of experimenters in psychological research.
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In his now classical article, Rosenthal(1963) presented evi-

dence suggesting that the experimenter's knowledge of the hypothesis could

serve as an unintended source of variance in experimental results. In a

prototypical study, Rosenthal and rode (1963) had naive rats randomly

assigned to two groups of undergraduate experimenters in a maze-learning

task. One group of experimenters was told that they were working with maze-

bright animals and the other group was told that their rats were maze-dull.

The group of experimentr'rs which was led to believe that their rats were

maze-bright reported faster learning times for their subjects than the

group which was told their animals were maze-dull. An extension of this

finding to the classroom was offered by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1966).

Teachers were led to believe that certain, randomly selected students in

their classrooms were "late bloomers" with unrealized academic potential.

Pre- and post-testing in the fall and spring suggested that children in tne

experimental group (late bloomers) had a greater increase in IQ than did

the controls.

The purpose of this section will be to examine the problem of experi-

menter-observer bias with regard to naturalistic observational procedures.

The amount of literature which deals directly with observer bias in

naturalistic observation is sparse (Kass & O'Leary, 1970; Skindrud, 1972;

Kent, 1972). I ier, Rosenthal has written an extensive review of experi-

menter bias in behavioral and social psychological research (Rosenthal, 1966).

In spite of failures to replicate many of Rosenthal's findings (Barber &

Silver, 1968; Clairborn, 1969) and extensive criticisms of Rosenthal's

methodology (Snow, 1969; Thorndike, 1965 Barber & Silver, 1968), the massive

body of literature compiled and summarized by Rosenthal (1966) remains the
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best available resource for conceptualizing the phenomenon of observer bias

and for isolating possible sources of bias relevant to naturalistic obser-

vation. A brief review of this literature follows with a locus on inte-

grating implications from this literature with naturalistic observational

procedures. In addition, we will give consideration to the few experiments

which have directly investigated observer bias in naturalistic observation

and further consider some proposals for dxperiments yet to be conducted.

Finally, suggestions for minimizing observer bias will be outlined and data

this problem from our laboratory will be presented.

Conceptualization of Observer Bias

Rosenthal (1966) has defined experimenter bias "as the extent to which

experimenter effect or error is asymmetrically distributed about the

'correct' or 'true' value." Observer errors or effects are generally

assumed to be randomly distributed around a "true" or "criterion" value.

Observer bias, on the other hand, tends to be unidirectional and thereby

confounding.

Sources of Observer Bias

An important distinction should be drawn between observer error and

observer effect on subjects. Invalid results may be contributed solely by

systematic or "biased" errors in recording by observers. Or, invalid find-

ings may be realized as a result of the effect that the observer has on his

subjects (Rosenthal, 1966). First we will consider recording error as a

source of observer bias.

Kennedy and Uphoff (1939) illustrate the problem of recording errors in

an experiment in extrasensory perception. The observers' task was simply to

record the investigator's guesses as to the kind of symbol being "trans-
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mitted" by the observer. Since the investigators guesses for e ob:,ervers

had been programmed, it was possible to count the number of re ording errors.

In all, 126 recording errors out of 11,126 guesses were accumulated among

28 observers. The analysis of error's revealed that believers in telepathy

made 71.5 percent more errors increasing telepathy scores than did non-

believers. Disbelievers made 100 percent more errors decreasing the

telepathy scores than did their -ounterparts. Sheffield and Kaufman (1952)

found similar biases in recording errors among believers and nonbelievers

in psychokinesis on tallying the rez,ults of the fall of dice. Computational

errors in summing recorded rates have also been documented by Rosenthal in

an experiment on the perception of people (Rosenthal, Friedman, Johnson,

Fode, Schill, White, & Vikan-Kline, 1964).

It is doubtful that these recording and computational errors were in-

tentional. However, as Rosenthal (1966, p. 31-32) notes, data fabrication

or intentional cheating is not absent in psychological research, especially

where undergraduate student experimenters are employed as data collectors.

Rosenthal points out that these students "have usually not identified t a

great extent with the scientific values of their instructors." Students

may fear that a poor grade will be the result of an accurately observed

and recorded event which is incompatible with the expected event. Of two

experiments by Rosenthal which were designed to examine intentional erring

by students in a laboratory course in animal learning, one revealed a clear

instance of data fabrication (Rosenthal & Lawson, 1964) and the other showed

no evidence of intentional erring but did show some deviations from the pre-

scribed procedure (Rosenthal & Fode, 1963). Another study employing student

experimenters by Azrin, Holz, Ulrich, and Goldiamond (1961) replicated
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Verplanck's (1955) verbal conditioning experiment. However, an informal

post-experimental check revealed that data had been fabricated by the student

experimenters. Later, the authors employed advanced graduate students as

experimenters and found that Verplanck's results were not replicated.

The implications for naturalistic observation are obvious. Observer

error, whether it be unintentional or in:-,entional, incurred during recording

or during computation, must be guarded against by accuracy checks and by

carefully concealing the experimenter's hypotheses. Although observer

agreement checks do not rule out the possibility of bias among the ob-

servers whose data is compared, it at least arouses suspicion where agree-

ment figures are low and disagreements are consistent. Ideally, observers

should not be made responsible for the tallying of their own data. Compu-

tations should be made by a nonobserver who is removed from knowledge of

the observations. Observers should be selected on the basis of their iden-

tification with scientific integrity and admonitions against p-ssible

biasing effects should be repeated during the course of the experiment.

Finally, observers should be encouraged to disclose to the experimenter

both :.he nature and sources of any information they receive that might be

relevant to the objectivity of their observations. A questionnaire, filled

out after observation sessions, can facilitate this disclosure.

The other source of observer bias, which Rosenthal discusses (Rosenthal,

1966), is the effect of the observer's expectancy on the s,lbject. If an

observer has an hypothesis about a subject's behavior, he may be able to

communicate his expectations and thereby influence the behavior.

Expectancy effects have previously been alluded to in Rosenthal's

study with animal laboratory experimenters (Rosenthal & Fade, 1963) and
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teachers in the classroom (Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1966). Rosenthal's first

major study in expectancy effects is instructive in its simplicity. Posen-

thal and Fode (1963) had 10 experimenters obtain ratings from 206 stiliects

on the photo person-perception task. All 10 experimenters received id.'nti-

cal instructions except that five experimenters were informed that their

subjects would probably average a +5 success rating on the ten neutral

photos while the other five experimenters were led to expect a -5 failure

average. The results revealed that the group given the +5 expectation ob-

tained an average of +.40 vs. the -5 expectation group which yielded a

-.08 score. These differences were highly significant and subsequent repli-

cations have supported these findings (Fode, 1960; lode, 1965).

The implications for naturalistic observational procedure: of the ex-

pectancy effect on the subject's behavior are most aiscomrorting. 1f, a_

in the Rosenthal laboratory studies, observers in the natural settinr, (:an

communicate their expectancies to their subjects such that the subject's

behavior falls in line with those expectations, a serious threat to internal

validity is posed. Assuming that humans are no less sensitive to subtle

cues than Mr. von Osten's Clever Hans, it seems reasonable to infer that

observer expectancy effects are operative in the natural setting. Consider

the not atypical case of an observer who records selected deviant behaviors

of a child in a classroom before, during, and after treatment. Seldom is

it not obvious to the observer when treatment begins and ends. Assuming that

an observer might infer the expectations of the experimenter in such a

setting, how might he communicate these expectations to his subjects? One

way of influencing the targe7ed child is by nonverbal expressive cues.

Expressions of amusement by the observer during baseline might inflate

deviant behaviors. During intervention, expressions of disapproval or
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caution by the observer might reduce the subject's deviant rate. These

biasing effects may be systematic and confounding.

Although few studies have systematically assessed the effects of ob-

server bias in the natural setting, many field investigators have taken note

of the expectancy phenomenon, and have included procedures to minimize

its effect. One such technique is to mask changes in experimental conditions

(e.g., Thomas, Becker, & Armstrong, 1968). Another is to keep observers

unaware of assignment of subjects to various treatment or control conditions

(e.g., O'Conner, 1969). The addition of new observers in the last phase

of a study who are naive to previous manipulations is another approach (e.g.,

Bolstad & Johnson, 1972).

Three studies in the natural setting shed further light on expectancy

effects with naturalistic observational procedures. Rapp (1966) he eight

pairs of untrained observers describe a child in a nursery school for a

period of one minute. One member of each observer pair was subtly informed

that the child under observation was feeling "under par" that day and the

other that the child was "above par." In fact,'all eight children showed

no such behaviors. Seven of the eight pairs of observers evidenced signi-

ficant discrepancies between partners in their description of the nursery

children in the direction of their respective expectations. Both recording

err)rs and expectancy effects on the subjects' behavior may have contrib-

uted to this demonstration of observer bias.

A second study by Azrin et al. (1961) employed untrained undergraduate

observers who were asked to count opinion statements of adults when they

spoke to them. The observations of those who had been exposed to an

operant interpretation of the verbal conditioning phenomenon under study

were the exact opposite of those given a psychodynamic interpretation.
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Again, both the expectancy effects of the observer on the subject and re-

cording errors may have accounted for the observer bias. Post experimental

inquiries by an accomplice student revealed that recording errors were the

main factor. The accomplice learned that 12 of the 19 undergraduates

questioned intentionally fabricated their data to meet their expectations.

A third study by Scott, Burton and Yarrow (1967) allows a comparison

between the simultaneous observations of hypothesis informed (Scott her-

self) and uninformed observers. The observers coded behd r into positive

and negative acts from an audio-tape recording of the targeted child and

his peers. The informed observer's data differed significantly from the

others' in the direction of tha experimenters' hypothesis.

These three studies strongly suggest that data collected by relatively

untrained observers are influenced by observer expectations. Do these

findings generalize to the observations of professional observers who are

highly trained in the use of sophisticated multivariate behavior codes?

As indicated earlier, the amount of aN,ailable research which directly per-

tains to this question is limited and somewhat equivocal.

Kass and C'Leary (1970) conducted the first systematic attempt to

manipulate observer expectations in a simulated field-experimental situation.

Three groups of female undergraduates observed ideTtical videotaped record-

ings of two disruptive children in a simulated classroom. The observers

were trained in nine category codes of disruptive behavior. Group I was

then given the expectation that soft reprimands from the teacher would in-

crease the rate of disruptive behavior. Group II was told that soft repri-

mands would decrease disruptive behavior. And, Group III was given no ex-

pectation at all about the effects of soft reprimands. Rationales were
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given each group explaining the reasons for each specific expo tation. The

effects of these expectations were assessed by having the observers watch

four days of baseline and five days of treatment data. The interaction

between the mean rate of disruptive behavior in th,_! three conditions and

the two treatment conditions was significant at the .005 level, indicating

the presence of observer bias. Ronald Kent (1972) has

suggested that these reported effects of expectation bias were confounded

with observer drift in the accuracy of recording. When different groups of

raters, who are interreliable within groups, fail to frequently compute

agreement between groups, they may "drift" apart in their application of

the behavioral code. However, it should be noted that when this drift,

comprised of recording errors, is alligned asymmetrically in the direction

of the expectation, then the drift is, by definition, observer bias.

Skindrud (1972) attempted to replicate the findings of Kass and O'Leary

(1970). Observers were divided into three groups, each group given a different

expectation about video-taped family interactions. The first group was

given the expectation that when the father was absent there would be more

child deviant behaviors than when the facher was present. A second group

was given the opposite expectation. Appropriate rationales were provided

for each of these two groups. An additional control group was added with

no expectations provided regarding father-present or father-absent tapes.

All observers were checked at the end of training on the rates of deviant

behaviors they recorded and subsequently matched on this variable when

assigned to conditions. Throughout the study, observer agreement data was

collected randomly. During training, reliability was checked daily, and the

average observer agreement prior to the beginning of the manipulation was 64%.

The results of the study gave no evidence for observer bias. There were no
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significant differences between groups and no significant interaction effects.

There was little drift in the accuracy with which the code wa used. :se-

quential reliabilities were computed for the increase, decrease, and control

groups with average observer accuracy of 58.5%, 57.6%, and 58.4%, respec-

tively. These accuracy figures were computed by comparisons with pre-

viously coded criterion protocols. The relatively small and r-n:zistent

decline in accuracy is consistent with the failure to find bi .

A similar unsuccessful attempt to leplicate Kass and O'Loary (1970)

was reported by Kent (1972). Kent found that knowledge of predicted results

was not sufficient to produce an observer tills effect. However, when

the experimenter reacted positively to datd unich was consistent with the

given predictions and negatively to nc-nsi .te,lt data, a significant ob-

server bias effect was obtained.

The available literature dealim; wtth uht;erver bias in naturalistic

observation is both sparse and contrAictory. Furthermore, the few studies

available have focused exclusively on only one source of observer bias,

namely, recording errors or errors of apprehension. Thus far, no one has

systematically investigated the effocts of the observer's expectancies on

the subjects' behavior. In the thro studios reported above, all observa-

tions were made from video-taped recordings. There were no opportunities

for the observers to communicate the .xpectancies to their subjects.

Yet, in most studies employing naturalistic observational procedures,

observers do have that opportunity.

An important study which needs to he conducted is one which examines

the observer's expectancy effects on the subject. First, it would be

interesting to determine if observers could nonverbally communicate their
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expectancies to subjects such that the subject's behavior changes in the

direction of the expectancy. The next step, of course, would be to repli-

cate this same design without specifically asking observers to att.mpt to

influence subjects, but merely to give them an expectation.

Perhaps the most important test of observer bias effects will be the

one which combines recording errors and effects of observer expectancy on

subjects in the naturalistic setting. One can question the generalizability

of highly controlled laboratory studies to live observations and to research

projects in which the observers are more invested in the outcome of the

research. The generalizability of s udir-s which employ only taped versions

of a subject's behavior is further limited by excluding the possible effects

of an observer's expectancy on his subject's behavior.

Another variable which seems (2,,ucal to obf,erver bias in the natural-

istic setting is the observer's re.pow;ivenes:, to admonitions to remain

scientific, objective, and impartial in the collection of data. Rosenthal

(1966) stresses the importance of the experimenter-observer's identification

with scituice and objectivity. He cites evidence suggesting that graduate

students obtain less biased data than undergraduates and interprets this

difference as a function of identification with science. Perhaps observers

who are repeatedly reminded to be impartial might be less susceptible to the

influence of biasing information than observers not given these admonitions.

A dimension which seems important in considering observer bias is the

specificity of the code. In most of the Rosenthal literature, the dependent

variable is scaled between such global poles as success and failure. In-

tuitively, it seems logical that the more ambiguous the dependent measure,

the greater the possibility for bias. A multivariate coding system, with
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well-defined behavioral codes might be expected to restrict interpretive

bias. This is an empirical question worthy of examination.

Another variable which might greatly affect observer bias is observer

agreement. The greater the observer agreement, the less likely is observer

bias, even among observers with the same expectancy.

Until more information is available on observer bias effects in natural-

istic observation, it seems very critical to do everything possible to mini-

mize the potential for these effects. Whenever possible, observers should not

have access to information that may give rise to confounding consequences

and encouraged to reveal the nature and source of any information they do

receive. In our research, we are currently observing both families in

clinical treatment and "normal" or nootreated families. Knowledge of a

family's status might seriously affect the ooserver's data. Also, knowledge

about treatment stages (baseline, mid-treatment, post-treatment, and follow-

up) might effect the observers' data. After each ouservation, it is our

policy to have observers fill out a questionnaire concerning the nature and

source of any biasing information. Thus far, of 75 observations of referred

families, observers have considered themselves informed only 36% of the time.

And, in all of these cases, their information was correct. This information

usually comes from a member of the family being observed (56%). Other sources

of information include information leaks from the therapists (1n), the

Child Study Center Clinic generally (16%), and other sources (16%). Of the

observer considering themselves informed as to the clinic vs. "normal"

status of the families, 29% also considered themselves informed as to treat-

ment stage, but only two-thirds of these observers were correct in their

discrimination. In only 20% of the cases did the observer actually know
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the status of the case (i.e., clinic vs. normal) and the treatment stage

(baseline vs. after baseline). Of the observers considering themselves

completely uninformed of the families' status, their guessing rate (clinical

or "normal") barely exceeded chance at 51%. Their guesses as to the four

stages of treatment were 36% correct and 80% correct on the discrimination

between baseline and after baseline.

Of the "normal" families seen, observers have considered themselves

informed as to family status only 17% of the time. However, in only 45% of

these cases were the observers actually correct in making the discrimination.

In the uninformed observations, however, observers were able to guess the

family's status correctly 75% of the time.

Not only are these questionnaire,; beneficial in gauging the amount of

potentially biasing information that observer; discover, but they are help-

ful in two other ways as well. First, by rt sealing sources of information

leakage, steps can be made to eliminate these sources. Second, question-

naires, given after each family is observed, serve as a regular reminder

for the importance of unbiased, objective recording of behavior.

It is difficult to make any firm conclusions about the presence or

absence of observer bias in naturalistic observation. Clearly, more research

is needed on this question. However, it should also be clear that the poten-

tially confounding influence of observer bias cannot be ignored and that

steps can and should be taken to minimize its possible effect.

The Issue of Reactivity in Naturalistic Observation

In the previous section, we have considered the effects of an observer's

bias in naturalistic observation. In this section, we will discuss the

effect of the observer's presence on the subjects being observed. Whereas

observer bias can potentially invalidate comparisons by confounding in-

fluences, the reactive effects to being observed primarily constitute a
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threat to the generalizability of the findings. That is, subjects' observed

behavior in the natural setting may not generalize to their unobserved

behavior. Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest (1966) have defined reac-

tivity in terms of measurement procedures which influence and thereby

change the behavior of the subject. Weick (1'168) has also referred to

reactivity as "interference" or the intrusiveness of the observer himself

upon the behavior being observed. Clearly, situations which are highly

reactive in terms of "observer effe(:t" are not likely to be generalizable

to situations in which such of feet:, are ah;ent.

Reactive effects have been :Itu(Cod Sri h two basic paradignvl: a) by

the study of behavioral stability ,)vet time and b) by comparison of the

effects of various levels of obtrusiveness ,he observation procedure.

In employing the first method, invellis,,ator hove typically examined be-

havioral data for change over time in the medion level and variance of the

dependent variable. In general, it has been assumed that change reflects

initial reactivity and progressive adaptation to being observed. This inter-

pretation is particularly persuasive if thcre is an obvious stability in

the data after some initial period of char( or high variability. While

this is a viable way of checking for reactivity effects, it is a highly

indirect method and relies on assumptions concerning the causes of observed

change. It is obvious ,hat other processeE, could account for such change.

Furthermore, the lack of change certainly does not indicate a lack of reactive

effects. The second method, comparing obtrusive levels of observation,

appears less inferential than the first method. The problem with this method

is that it only provides a picture of relative degrees of reactivity between

obtrusiveness levels; it does not provide a measure of the degree of reac-

tivity relative to the true, unobserved behavior. However, this problem can
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be remedied if one of the observational treatments in the comparison is

totally unobtrusive or concealed.

To what extent does reactivity occur in naturalistic observation? The

literature addressing this question is commonly reported in reviews to be

contradictory (Wiggins, 1970; Weick, 1968; Patterson & Harris, 1968).

Several studies have been cited as providing evidence for the position that

reactive effects may be quite minimal. Others have been cited which suggest

that reactive effects are quite pronounced. The purpose of this review is

to: a) reconsider the contradictions in the literature on reactivity, b)

tease out those factors which seem to account for reactivity, and c) pro-

pose further investigations which isolate these factors.

In a number of reviews on reactivity, several studies have been con-

sistently cited which support the position that reactivity does not consti-

tute a major threat to generalizability. One study frequently cited is the

timely investigation of a Midwest community by Barker and Wright (1955).

In this admirable study, careful naturalistic observations were made of

children under ten years of age and their daily interactions with peers

and parents. The authors assumed that reactive effects were short lived

and that the adults and other members of the families quickly habituated

to the presence of the observers. In addition, it was reported that,

with the younger subjects in the sample, reactive effects were slight.

However, these findings should be interpreted with much cautior What

is easily lost sight of in the summaries of this work is that the observers

in this study were free to interact with the subjects in a friendly but

nondirective manner. In fact, the basis for the authors' conclusion

that reactive effects were not pronounced was the
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finding that "only" 20, of the chiloren'r, behavioral interactln, wtre with

the observer. Allowing the clservf,,- to interact with the subject mu: t

certainly have increased the ihtru:,iv(nes3 of the observer and proviled the

opporlunif-y for the observer to iniluence the subject's behavior. The

authors' other conclusion that reactivity, as measured by frequency of :nter-

actions, positively corielated with age I:, also suspect in t'iat children

below the age of five were not always inrormed that they were being observed,

whereas children above this age went.

Another study commonly cited in support of the minimal reactivity

position is that of Bales (1050). fn thi: controlled laboratory investigation,

the behavior of a discussion group was not found to be changed by three

levels of observer conspicuousness. This finding, however, may be limited to

the laboratory setting.

Two additional studieh, 1110 t 11,.ntirlic,1 ,r supportive of th- mini-

mal reactivity argument, madf u c t radio trdnmitte,' recording :n

naturalistic environment. and John (p4h3) :,1,1 a married couple wear

a transmitter the entire time 'hey were on i two-week vacation. Purcell

and Brady (1965) outfitted adolescents in a treatment center with a similar

recording device for one hour a -lay, When the protocols in both studies were

examined for the frequency of ca,ments abou' being observed or listened to,

it was found that such references declined to a zero level either during the

first or second day of recorLLng, Thi:, is rot to :,ay, of course, that these

subjects were not still aware of, and affected by, the recording device; the

results only indicate that the subjects talked about the device less after

the first day.

A recent investigation by Martin, Gelfand, and Hartmann (1971) can

also be interpreted as providing evidence for low levels of reactivity to
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observation. This study involved 100 elemntary scho )1 children, age , to 7.

Equal numbers of male and female suHects were x--,igned to live observation

conditions following exposure to an aggressive model: a) observer ah:ent,

b) female adult observer present, c) male adult abserver present, d)

female peer observer present, and 0 male peer observer present. During

the free-play session, the subjects' aggressive behavior wa:: recorded by

observers behind a one-way mirror. No significant differences in aggressive

behaviors were obtained between tilt observer-present and observer-absent

conditions. The absence of differences between these two, levels of o:Aru-

siveness in observation suggests little of no reactivity to the presence of

an observer. Within the -yr R1i lowovor, it wa lound,

that peer observers significantly facilita1ed imitative aggre'tsive re [on<iing

in both boys and girls compared to a(ailt o- ervers, Also, there wa-, m<ase

imitative aggression when the observer was the same sex as the subject. The

girls, but not the boys, showed significant increa,,es in aucw:siy(1 output

over time when the observer was present but not when the observer was absent.

This latter finding suggests that girls maLifest initial reactivity to

the presence of an observer but later habituate to the observer's presence.

It is interesting that both paradigm, for measuring reactivity were used in

this investigation and that each method sueports different conclusions about

the degree of reactivity. In considering the generalizability of these

findings to naturalistic observation procedures, it should be noted that

observers in this study were instructed to not pay attention to the subjects

and were either seated facing away from the subjects (adult observers) or

given a coloring task to complete (peer observers). With naturalistic ob-

servation procedu es, on the other hand, observers typically pay very close

attention to their subjects.
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A more sophisitica*ei I;tud ilustrating ,:onsi,:eraLle reactive etrects

is that of Roberts and Renzaglia (1065). In this study, eight ti.T:tpl,t;

saw two "clients" (students solicitel from an introductory psychology cour.e)

for three sessions. The three conditions were: a) '.ith a tape recorter in

the room, b) microphone only, c) with a cchcenled microphone and a c,,,cealed

recorder. While no differ( aces were found as to the n,mber of minute.- that

subjects talked in each condition, it was found that the clients made more

favorable self-references when they knew they were being recorded (osilitions

a and b, and more unfavorable self-references when they did not realise

they were being recorded (condition c). While the generalizability of this

study is limited by the small n and .structured situation employed, it ,iocs

provide evidence for reactivity effects.

The Pechtl (19(;7) study has o been p-f,ent.-1 in review!, as .tuty

demonstrating considerabl:' r,_ziel ffe-t:- hicht :.tudiej the movfments

of people in an art min,euri with atrtomntea re)rd,ng device, called tn

hodometer. In one condition, subj I were reqi,e;:ed to go through thf art

exhibit in one room and rank the irints according t(.. preference. Anotner

group was given the same instructions and also informed that they were being

observed. For the filst group, stbjects w2re found to leave:. the room with

an average latency of 313 seconds, -overing an averare area of 76 square feet.

The second group left after 220 seconds and covered only 58 square feet.

Bechtel concludes that being observed constituted an ave'-sive situation which

led to escaping the room faster. No st, istics were provided to determine

whether or not the reported averages were signific.ntly different, nor were

the number of subjects in each condition reported. Unfortunately, this kind

of study does not provide any information about habituation effects, since

subjects were allowed to leave the setting.
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ment. This article is the only study available which was clasigned specifi-

cally to manipulate and measure observer effects in the homes of the

families observed. In this study, data obtained from mothers on their own

families were compared with the data on the same family collec".A by an

outside observer. There were three conditions, with five families per

condition: a) mothers collected the first five ten-minute sessions of

observational data and an outside observer collected the second five sessions

of data on the child and father only (M-0), b) the observer collected all

ten sessions as a test for habituation effects (0-0), and c) the mothers

collected all ten sessions as a control for habituation effects (M-M). The

dependent variables were the rates of total behaviors and the rate of deviant

behaviors. A problem in the research design of this study should be noted.

The mother was present in the family as a participant in the second condition

(0-0) and the second half of condition a (M-0), but was not a participant

when she was an observer in condition c and the first half of condition a.

These comparisons are confounded by mother presence and absence. In spite

of this confound, which would probably bias in favor of showing group dif-

ferences, no main effects for groups were found in analysis of variance for

either the rate of total interactions or deviant behaviors. Thus, on the

initially selected dependent variables, no reactive effects were apparent.

Patterson and Harris also divided their groups into high and low rate

interactors on the basis of the first five sessions. On the frequency of

total interactions measure, high rate interactors in the first five sessions

showed significant reductions in rate during the last five sessions. The

authors describe this decline as a "structuring effect" in that the subjects

appeared to program some activity together in the first five sessions.
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Conversely, the low rate interactors in the first five sessions showed slight

increases in rates during the last five sessions. The author:, describe this

transition as an habituation effect in that subjects initially involved

themselves in solitary activities or attempted to escape the observational

situation but later adjusted to it and interacted more. In general, there

were no changes in deviant behavior from the first set of five observations

to the last set of five. The only significant finding was that subjects who

displayed low rates of deviant behavior in the first five sessions (under

the M-0 condition) increased their rate in the last five sessions. However,

it is possible that the mothers were recording less deviant behaviors and

more positive behaviors in the first five sessions than were the observers

in the cecond five sessions, thus contrPliting differentially to main trials

effects. An observational study by Rosenthal (1966) supports such a tnesis.

He found that parents tended to code more pcq-itive changes in their children

than were actually present. And, Peine (1'r70) found that parents were less

observant of their children's deviant behaviors than were nonparent observers.

Patterson and Harris conclude that "generalization about 'observer

effects' should probably be limited to special classes of behavior " (p. 16).

A more recent study by Patterson and Cobb (1971) analyzed the stability of

each of the 29 behavior codes used in their coding system. If it is assumed

that individuals adapt to the presence of an observer over time, then a

repeated measuresanalysis of variance should reveal differences in the rean

level of various behaviors. Patterson and Cobb analyzed data for 31 children

from problem and nonproblem families over seven baseline sessions. None

of the changes in mean level for the codes produced a significant effect

over tine. The investigators conclude that the observation data were
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fairly stable for most code categories. It is possible, of course, that had

observations continued over a longer period of time, significant changes in

mean level for some behaviors would have been discovered. Given that fam-

ilies were rarely observed on consecutive days by the same observer, it is

possible that different observers could have resensitized the families each

day, thereby extending the period required for adaptation.

In summary, there are a few well-designed studies which have discovered

reactive effects (e.g., Roberts and Renzaglia, 1965; Bechtel, 1967; White,

1972), but there are several others where the meaning of the results is

unclear. There can be little doubt that the entire question has been in-

adequately researched. Any general conclusions abuut the extent of reac-

tivity in naturalistic observation would seem premature at this time.

As White (1972) points out, the finding of reactive effects seems to

depend on many factors, including the setting (e.g., home, school, labor-

atory), the length of observation, and the constraints placed on subjects

by the conditions of observation (e.g., no television during observations,

remain within two adjacent rooms, etc.). Furthermore, it should be realized

that reactivity may or may not be discovered depending upon what paradigm of

measurement is used (e.g., Patterson & Harris, 1968; Martin et al., 1971)

and what variables are analyzed as dependent variables (e.g., Roberts &

Renzaglia, 1965; White, 1972). Unless these factors are controlled for in

comparing experiments on reactivity, both contradictions and consistencies

as to the relative presence or absence of reactivity may falsely appear.

Assuming that reactivity to being observed in naturalistic settings

does occur, even if only to some minimal degree, the critical task is to

localize the sources of interference so that they can be dealt with more
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directly. Four such sources will be discussed and experiments will be pro-

posed to measure the extent of their instrusiveness.

Factor 1: Conspicuousness of the Observer

The literature points to the level of conspicuousness or intrusiveness

of the observer as an important factor contributing to reactivity. Pre-

sumably, the more novel and conspicuous the agent of observation, the more

distracting are the effects upon the individuals being observed. It would

also follow that longer habituation periods would be required for more dis-

tracting observational agents in order to achieve stability of data.

Bernal, Gibson, William, and Pesses (1971) compared two observation

procedures which would presumably vary on obtrusiveness. These investigators

compared data collected by an observer with that collected by means of an

auulo tape recorder which was switched on by an automatic timing device. The

family members involved in this study were aware of the presence of the

recorder but were unaware of the exact tixn,. of its operation. The primary

purpose of this study was to explore the feasibility of the audio tape

method and to explore the relationship of data collected by the two methods

rather than to study reactivity per se. The results indi-ated that, during

the same time interval, there was a high relationship between the mother's

command rate as coded by the observer and from the tape (r = .86) but that

the observer coded more commands. Similar results were obtained when the

Observer's data was compared with data based on coding of the audio tapes

from different time intervals. The questirn arises as to how much of this

latter discrepancy was due to differences in levels of reactivity and how

much was due to differences associated with the source of coding. The

authors point out, for example, that the observer could code gestural
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commands while the coder using the tape could not. Since the discrepancies

at the same time and at different times were of the same general order of

magnitude, it is likely that most of the observed difference across time

was due to the material on which coding was based rather than to differences

in subject reactivity. To study the impact of reactivity effects separately,

one might design such a study so that the same stimulus materials would be

used for coding.

We are currently completing a study on reactivity which employs this

strategy to compare reactivity associated with an observer present in the

home carrying a tape recorder vs. the tae recorder alone. This study

involves six days of observation for 45 minutes per day with single-child

families. The two conditions are alternatea so that the observer is present

one ei;ening and not present the next. The observer is actually a "bogus"

observer. All behavioral coding is done on the basis of the tapes. It is

our suspicion that reactivity to the tape recorder will be short lived and

minimal compared to the reactivity associaLld with the observer present.

If these hypotheses are substantiated in this and other research,

alternatives to having an observer present in the home should be explored.

One solution to be seriously considered would be extended use of portable

video or audio tape recording equipment. These recording devices could

remain in the homes over an extended observation period to facilitate habi-

tuation effects. In addition, the devices 2ould be preprogrammed to turn

on and off at different times during the day so that the observed would not

know when they are in operation (as in Bernal et al., 1971). This solution,

which would, of course, require full knowledge and consent of the parties

involved, appears to be a promising one for attenuating reactivity effects

as well as solving problems of observer bias.
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Factor 2: Individual Differences of the Subjects

Some people might be expect.?d to manifest more reactivity to the presence

of an observer than others. A "personality" variable such as guardedness

might be correlated with degree of reactivity. For example, scores on the K

scale of the MMPI (or other comparable tests) might be related to the effects

of being observed in a natural setting.

The literature also suggests that age is correlated with reactivity.

Several authors (Barker & Wright, 1955; Polansky et al., 1949) have suggested

that younger children are less self-conscious and thereby less subject to

reactive effects than older children. The Martin et al. (1971) study also

suggests that sex might be an important factor accounting for different

levels of reactivity. Experiments are needed which compare these individual

difference variables in the natural setting with naturalistic observation

procedures.

Factor 3: Personal Attributes of the Observer

Evidence from semi-structured interviews suggests that reactive effects

may also be contributed by the unique attlioutes of the observer. Different

attributes of the observer may elicit different roles on the part of the

subject, depending upon what might be appropriate given the observer's attri-

bute. Rosenthal (1966) reports several such attributes that have been

demonstrated to yield differential effects, including the age of the observer,
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sex, race, socio-economic class, and the observer's professional status; (i.e.,

undergraduate observer vs. Ph.D. therapist). Martin et al. (1971) also dis-

covered that both the factors of age and sex of the observer had differential

effects on the subjects being observed. Varying any of these dimensions

parametrically would be relatively simple in investigating this problem in

the natural setting.

Factor 4: Rationale for Observation

Another factor that may be important in accounting for reactivity is

the amount of rationale given subjects for being observed. Whereas the

Bales (1950) study found no differential reactivity of three levels of ob-

server conspicuousness in a group-discussion setting, Smith (3957) found that

nonparticipant observers aroused hostility and uncertainty among partici-

pating group members. Weick (1968) suggests that this discrepency may have

been a function of different amounts of rationale for the presence of an

observer. We hypothesize that a thorough rationale for being observed might

be expected to reduce guardedness, anxiety, etc., and thereby reduce the

reactivity.

Observer reactivity is a problem that cannot be easily dismissed for

naturalistic observation. There is sufficient evidence to suggest that ob-

server reactivity can seriously limit the generali,,ability of naturalistic

observation data. Clearly, factors accounting for reactivity need to be

investigated and solutions derived to minimze the effects of the observer

on the observed. In the next section, we will describe how reactivity, in

addition to posing a problem for generalizability, can also interact with

and confound the dependent variable.
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Observoe Bias:

Demand Characteristics, Response Sets and Fakability

Reactivity to observation will always be a problem for naturalistic

research, but it would be a relatively manageable one if we could assume it

to be a relatively constant, noninteractive effect. That is, if we knew

that the presence of an observer reliably reduced activity level or deviant

behavior by 30%, for example, the problem would not be too damaging to

research investigations involving groups of subjects. But, what if the

observe es reactivity to being observed interacts with the dependent variable

under study.

Let us take the example of a treitmcni study on deviant children in which

observations are taken prior to and after -1-eatment. Prior to treatment, the

appropriate thing for involved parent; or ceachers to do is to make their

referred child appear to be deviant in ord P to justify treatment. The

appropriate response at the end of treatment, on the other hand, is to make

the child appear improved in order to just fy the termination, please the

therapist, etc. These are the demand characteristics of the situation. In

this case, the reactivity to being observed is not constant or unidirectional,

but interacts with and confounds the depencent variable. It is possible that

any improvement we see in the children's behavior is simply the result of

differential reactivity as a consequence of the demand characteristics of the

situation. Now, let us suppose we employ E wait list control group and

collect observational data twice before beEinning treatment and at the same

interval as used for the treated group. This procedure provides an excellent

pretest-post-test control for our treated group. But, what of the demand

characteristics of this procedure? On the first assessment, the involved

6/
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parents or teachers will probably behave in the same general way as their

counterparts in the treated group, but by the second observation they may

be more desperate for help and even more concerned to present their child

as highly deviant. Thus, simply as a result of the demand characteristics

involved, we might expect our treatment group to show improvement while the

control groups would show some deterioration.

We also may wish to compare our referred children with children who

are presumably "normal" or at least not referred for psychological treatment.

Once again, however, we might anticipate that parents recruited for "norma-

tive" research on "typical" families would be more inclined than our parents

of referred children to present their wards as nondeviant nr gnod. In

other words, a response set of social desirability could br operative with

this sample making them less directly comparable to the referred sample.

These arguments would, of course, be even more persuasivc if we were

dealing with the observed behavior of the adults themselves. The foregoing

observations on children assume, however, that the involved adults are

capable of influencing children to appt-ar relatively "deviant" or "normal"

if they wish to do so C.e., that observational data on children is poten-

tially fakable by adult manipulation).

We have just completed a study (Johnson C Lobitz, 1972) which was

directed at testing this assumption. Twelve sets of parents with four- or

five-year-old children were instructed to do everything in their power to

make their children look "bad" or "deviant" on three days of a six-day home

observation and to make their children look "good" or "nondeviant" on the

remaining three days. Parents alternated from "good" to "bad" days in a

counterbalanced design.
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Four predictions were made regarding the behaviJr of both children

and parents. During the "fake bad" periods, it was anticipated that,

relative to the "fake good" periods, there would be:

a) more deviant child behaviors,

b) a lower ratio of compliance to parental commands,

c) more "negative" responses on the part of parents, and

d) more parental commands.

Predictions a, c, and d were confirmed at or beyond the .01 level of

confidence. Only the child's compliance ratio failed to be responsive to

the manipulation. It will be recalled from the section on reliability that

this statistic is by far the least reliably and thus the least sensitive

(statistically) to manipulation. These results which demonstrate the

fakability of naturalistic behavioral data indicate that this kind of data

may potentially be confounded by demand characteristics and/or response sets.

We are aware of only one other study involving naturalistic observation

which helps demonstrate this problem (Horton, Larson, & Maser, 1972). This

study involved one teacher who was under the instruction )f a "master"

teacher for the purpose of raising her classroom approval behavior. She was

observed, without her knowleuge, by students in the class. The results

clearly showed that her approval behavior was at a much higher rate when

she was being observed by the "master" teacher than when she was not being

observed. Generalization from overtly observed periods to periods of

covert observation was very minimal indeed. More generalization was found

when the "master" teacher's presence in the classroom was put on a more

random schedule. This study is not completely analogous to most naturalistic

research because, in this case, the observer and trainer were the same person
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and the study is limited in generalizability because of the N = 1 desir,n.
....

Yet, in most cases, the observed are aware that the collected observational

data will be seen by the involved therapist, teacher, or researcher, and

if the problem exists for one subject, it is a potential problem for all

subjects. Observee bias is really a special case of subject reactivity to

observation. Thus, the potenti 1 solutions outlined in the previous section

apply here as well. In general, we suspect that observation procedures which

are relatively unobtrusive and which allow for relatively long periods of

adaptation will yield less reactivity and observee bias.

Validity of Naturalistic Behavioral Data

Just as behaviorists have ignored the requirement of classical reli-

ability in their data, they cave also neglected to give any systematic

attention to the concept of validity. Most research investigations in the

behavior modification literature which have employed observational methods

have relied on behavior sampling in only one narrowly circumscribed situ-

ation with no evidence that the observed behavior was representative of the

subject's action in other stimulus situations. In addition, behaviorists

have largely failed to show that the obtaired scores on behavioral dimensions

bear any relationship to scores obtained or the same dimensions by different

measurement procedures. This fact calls into serious question the validity

of any of this research where the purpose has been to generalize beyond the

peculiar circumstances of the narrowly defiled assessment situation. Of

course, the methodological problems 1,o' nLve presented thus far all pose

threats to the validity of the behavioral scores obtained. But, we would

argue that even if all these problems could somehow be magically solved, the

requirement for some form of convergent validity would still be essential.
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As with r(iliability, there aro many different methods of validation, but as

Campbell and 1'iske (l96'1) pnint out:

Validation is typically convcent; a confirmation by independent
measurement procedures. Independence of methods is a common
denominator among the major types of validity (excepting content
validity) insofar as they are to be distinguished from reliabil-
ity. . . . Reliability is the apreement between two f-fo-ts to
measure the same trait through maximally similar methods. Val-
idity is represented in the agi',ement between two attempts to
measure the same trait through maximally different metbcds.

Thus, convergent validity is established when two dissimilar methods of

measuring the same variable yield similar or correlated results. Predictive

validity is established when the measure of A behavioral dimen ion correlates

with a criterion established by a dissimilar measurement instrnent.

'with only a few exceptions, behaviorists have restricted 'hemselves to

face or content validity. And, of course, it must le admitted that thy,

face validity of narrowly-derined behivioral variables is often quite, per-

suasive. This is particularly true in ca->( .; wnen the behavioral dimen ;ion

under study has very narrow breadth or "ban(' widtl.." After all, a behavior-

ist might argue, what can be a more valid leasure of the rate of a child's

hitting in the classroom than a straight-fcrward, accurate count ^f that

hitting. While this argument is persuasivc, two counter arguments must be

considered. First, because of all of the methodolog,ical problems which we

have presented thus far, we can never he certain that the observed rates

during a limited observation period are completely valid or generalizable

even to very similar stimulus stivations. While many of the problems we

have outlined can be solved and othersattenuated, it is unlikely that all

will ever be completely eliminated. Second, is it not still of consequence

to know whetner our behavior rate estimates have any relationship to other

important and logically related external variables? Is it not important,

66-
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for example, to know whether or not the teacher and classmate:., of an ob:rved

high-rate hitter perceive this child as a hitter? It does seem important to

us, particularly for practical clinical purposes, since we know that people's

perceptions of others' behavior often have more to do with the way they

treat them than does the subject's actual behavior. The need for establish-

ing some form of convergent validation becomes even more profound as the

behavioral dimensions we deal with increase in band width. As we begin to

talk about such broad categories as appropriate vL. inappropriate behavior

(e.g,, Gelfand, Gelfand, F Dobson, 1967), deviant v... nondeviant behaviors

in children (e.g., Patterson, Ray, t, Shaw, 1969; Johnson et al., 1q72), or

friendly vs. unfriendly behaviors (e.g., Raush, ]905) , we are labeling

broader behavioral dimensions. At this lewd, we are dealing with constructs,

whether we like to admit it or not, and the importance of establishinp the

validity of these constructs becomes crucii. In most cases, these broad

behavior categories have been made up of a collection of more discrete be-

havior categories and, in general, the investigators involved have simply

divided behaviors into appropriate-inappropriate or deviant-nondeviant on a

purely a priori basis. While the categorizations often make a good deal of

sense (i.e., have face validity), this hardly seems a completely satisfactory

procedure for the development of a science behavior.

We have had to face this problem in our own research, where we have

sought to combine the observed rates of certain coded behaviors and come up

with scores reflecting certain behavioral dimensions. The most central

dimension in this research has been the "total deviant behavior score" to

which we have repeatedly referred in this chapter. Let us outline here the

procedures we have used to explore the validity of this score. Although
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we had a pretty good idea of which behaviors would be viewed a.; "deviant"

or "bad" in this culture, we attempted to enhance the consensual face valid-

ity of this score by asking parents of the normal" children we observed to

rate the relative deviancy of each of the codes we use in our research. Thus,

in our sample of 33 families of tour- and five-year-old children, we asked

each parent to read a simplified v,rsion of our coding manual and charac-

terize each behavior on a three-point ,,cal e from "clearly deviant" to "clearly

nondeviant and pleasing." We estallished an arbitrary cut-off score and

characterized any behavior above this cut-off w- deviant. This resulted in a

of 35 deviant behavior: out of a toted of 35 codes. The :-.econd el in

validating this score and our implicit de%i int-nondeviant dimension wa

presented in a study by Adkins anu fohnc,o; (1q72). Ao had already divide l

our 35 code- into positive, %egativ, and n utr.il consequence:,. Thi- cite-

gorization was done on a pur?ly a iriori 1 isis with a little help from the

data provided by Patterson ra -1d CODI, (19-/l) on tue function of :omo of these

codes for eliciting and maintaining child"' n's behavior. We reasoned that

behaviors which parents viewed as more dev ant would receive relatively

more negative consequences than would behaviors viewed as less deviant. To

test this hypothesis, .fle ,imply rank ordered each behavior, first by tl

mean parental verbal report .core oltained and second by the mean proportion

of negative consequences the behavior recevred from family members. The

results of this procedure are presented in Table 1. Not all 35 behaviors are

Insert Table 1 about here

included in this analysis, but the complex reasons fon this outcome can more

parsimoniously be explained in a footnote
5

In any case, the Spearman

Rank Order Correlation between the two methods of characterizing behaviors
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on the deviant-nondeviant dimension was .73. This was an encouraging finding,

but we noti:ed that the most dramatic exceptions to a more perfect ai-,reement

between the two methods involved the reasonable comiand codes (command

positive, and command negative). These codes are used when the child reason-

ably asks someone to do something (positive command) or not to do something

(negative command). Naturally, most parents felt that these innocuous re-

sponses were nondevj.ant. But, behaviorally, people don't always do what they

are asked to by a four- or five-year-old child, and since noncompliance

was coded as a negative consequence, it seemed that this artifact of it

characterization might have artificially lowered this coefficient. By elim-

inating these two command categories from the calculation, the correlation

coefficient was raised to .81.

The third piece of evidence for the validity of the deviant behrIvior

score comes from the Johnson and Lobitz (1572) study already reviewer: in

the previous section. In this study, parents were asked to make their child-

ren look "good" and "nondeviant" for half of the observations and "bad" or

"deviant" on the other half. They were nor told how to accomplish this, nor

were they told what behaviors were considered "bad" or "deviant." The fact

that the deviant behavior score was consistently and significantly higher

on the "bad" days lends further evidence for the construct validity of the

score.

While evidence for the convergent or edictive validity of behavioral

data is difficult to find in the literature, there are some encouraging

exceptions to this general lack cf data. Patterson and Reid (1971), for

example, found an average correlation of .63 (p < .05) between parents' ob-

servations of their children's low rate referral symptoms on a given day and
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the trained observer's tally ni targetted deviant behaviors on that day.:

Several studies have found significant relationships between behavioral

ratings of children in the classroom and academic achievement (Meyer: Attweil,

& Orpet, 1968; D'Heurle, Millinger, & Haggard, 1959; Hughes, 1968). The

data base of these studies is somewhat different from that currently employed

by most behaviorists because they involve ratings by observers on relatively

broad dimensions, as opposed to behavior rate counts. For example, dimensions

used in these studies included "coping strength," defined as ability to attend

to reading tests while being subjected to delayed auditory feedback (Hughes,

1968), or "persistence," defined a-; ". . . uses time constructively and to

good purpose; stays with work until finished" (?' Heurle, ,!e_llinger, a Haggard,

1959). Nevertheless, these studi,--s c'emo'Istratr tt.e potential for behavior

observation data to provide evidence of predictive validity. Two other

studie (Cobb, 1969; Lahaderne, n68) yiA.d similar predictive validity

findings based on behavioral rate Jita. L:nadera.= (1968) found that attending

behavior as observed over a :wo-montY pP_rif.d, provided correlations ranging

from .39 to .51 witi. various standard test: of achieve%ent. Even with intel-

ligence level controlled, significant corn lationc between attentive :,ehavior

and achievement were found. Cobb (1969) o ; rained similar results in corre-

lating various behavior rate scores with aiithmatic achievement, hut found no

significant relationship between these behaiior scores and acti,./Pment in

spelling and reading. These predictive validity studies are very important

to the development of the field as they suggest that manipulation of these

behavioral variables nay well result in productive changes in academic achieve-

ment.

In our own laboratory, we are exploring the convergent validity of

naturalistic behavioral data by relating it to measures on similar dimensions

6'2
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in the lc Atory which include:, a) parent and k.:hild interaction behavior in

standard stimulus situations similar to those employed by Wahler (1967) and

Johnson and Brown (1969), b) parent behavior in response to standard stimu-

lus audio tapes similar in design to those used by Rothbart and Maccoby

(1966) and parent behavior in standardized tasks similar to those used by

Berberich (2970), and c) parent attitude and behavior rating measures on

their children. Unfortunately, at this writing, most of this data has not

been completely analyzed, but an overall report of this research will be

forthcoming. A recent dissertation by Martin (1971), however, was devoted to

studying the relationships between parent behavior in the home and parent

behavior in analogue situations. By and large, the results of this research

indicated no systematic relationships between the two measures. The sdme

general findings for parents' responses to deviant and nondeviant behavior

were replicated in the naturalistic and thc- analogue data, but correlations

relating individual parental behavior in one setting with that in the other

were generally nonsignificant. We don't krow, of course, whicn, if either,

of the measures represents "truth" but this, study underlines the importance

of seriously questioning the assumption' usally made in any analogue or

modified naturalistic research. As Martin (1971) points out, these negative

results an Tery representative of findings in other investigations where

naturalistic behavior data has been compared to data collected in more arti-

ficial analogue conditions (e.g., see Fawl, 1963; Gump & Kounin, 1960;

Chapanis, 1967).

Before closing this section on validity, we would like to briefly

take note of the efforts of Cronbach and his associates to reconceptualize

the issue of observer agreement, reliability and validity as parts of the
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broader concept of generalizabiliiv. A full elaboration of generalizability

theory goes far beyond the purposes of this chapter and the interested

reader may be referred to several primary and secondary sources for a more

complete presentation of this model (e.g., Cronbach, Rajaratnam, & Gleser,

1963; Rajaratnam, Cronbach, & Gleser, 1965; Gleser, Cronbach, & Rajaratnan,

1965; Wiggins, 1972). 'According to this generalizability view, the concerns

of observer agreement, reliability and validity all boil down to a concern

for the extent to which an obtained score is generalizable to the " universe"

to which the researcher wishes the score to apply. Once an investigator

is able to specify this "universe," he should be able to specify and test

the relevant sources of possible threat to generalizability. In a typical

naturalistic observational study, for example, we would usually at lea:It

want to know the generalizability of data across a) observers, h) occa,

in the same setting, and c) settings. Through the generalizability model,

each of these sources of variance could be explored in a factorial design and

their contribution analyzed within an analysis-of-variance model. This model

is particularly appealing because it provides for simultaneous assessment of

the extent of various sources of "error" which could limit generalizability.

In spite of the advantages of this factorial model, there are few precedents

for its us . This is probably more the result of practical problems rather

than a resistance ro this intellectually appealing and theoretically sound

model. Even if one were to restrict himself to the three sources of variance

outlined above, the resulting generalizability study would, for most useful

purposes, be a formidable project, indeed. Projects of this kind appear to

us, however, to be well worth doing and we can probably expect to see more

investigations which employ this generalizability model.
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It should be pointed out at this point that the generalizability tua7

outlined above does not really speak to the traditional validity requiremont

as succinctly defined by Campbell and Fiske (1969): "Validity is represented

in the agreement between two attempts to measure the same trait through

maximally different methods." As stated earlier, ,.4c, fulfill this require-

ment, one must provide' evidence of some form of convergent validity by the

use of methods other than direct behavioral observation. The generaliz-

ability model can, theoretically, hanalo any faotol" of this typo under tho

heading of methods or "conditions," but the analysis-of-variance model

employea requires a factorial design. Thus, it would seem extremely dif-

ficult and sometimes impossible to integrate factorially other methods of

testing or rating in a design which encompassed the three variables outlined

above: observers, occasions and settings. As a result of these considerations,

we question the extent to which one generalizability study, at least in this

area of research, can fulfill all the requirements of observer agreement,

validity, and reliability which we vie ;' as so important. Rather, it Ls likely

that multiple analyses will still be necessary to sufficiently establish

all of the methodological requirements we have outlined for naturalistic

observational data. These multiple analyses may, of course, involve analyses

of variance in a generalizability model or correlational analyses as tradi-

tionally employed.

Krantz (1971.) points out that the basic controversy over group vs.

individual subject designs has contributed largely to the development of the

mutual isolation of operant and nonoperant psychology. Since he measurement

of reliability and convergent validity is typically based c'n correlations

across a group of subjects, the operant psychologist may feel that these are

alien concepts which have no relevance for his research. We would dispute
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tbis view on the following logical ,mounds.. Reliability involves the= require-

ment for consistency in measurement and without some minimal level of such

consistency, there can be no demonstration of functional relationships be-

tween the dependent variable and the independent variable. Efforts are

currently underway to discover statistical procedures for establishing reli-

ability estimates for the single case (e.g., see Jones, 1972). Any operant

study which involves repeating manipulative procedures on more than one subject

can he 1,Prl for reliability a... silt by traditional methods. Once such

reliability is established, either for the individual case or for a Troup, we

can be much more confident in the data and its meaning. Validity involves

the requirement of convergence among different methols in measuring the same

behavioral dimension. Where the validity of ;t meaurement procedure has

been previously established for a group, we can us, it with more confidence

in each individual case.. Where it has not, it is still possible to explore

for convergence in a single case. We can simply see, for example, if the

child who shows high rates of aggressive behavior is perceived as aggressive

by significant others. This procedure may be done with some precision if

normative data is available on the measures used in the single case. Thus,

with normative data available one can explore the position of the single case

on the distribution of each measurement instrument. One could see, for

example, if the child who is perceived to be among the top 5% in aggressive-

ness actually shows aggressive behavior at a rate higher than 950 of his

peers. The requirements of reliability and validity are logically sound ones

which transcent experimental method and means of calculation.

These methodological issues, like all others presented in this chapter,

are highly relevant for behavioral research, even though they may at first
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seem alien to it as the products of rival schools of thought. It ha,- been our

argument that the requirements of sound methodology trans, nd " chooln," and

that the time has come for us to attend to any variables which threaten the

quality, generalizability, or meaningfulness of our data. Behavioral

data is the most central commonality and critical contribution of all be-

havior modification research. The behaviorists' contribution o the science

of human behavior and to solutions of human problems will laruly rest on

the quality of this data base.
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2. The authors would like to credit Lee Sechrest for first suggesting

this illustrative example.

3. The authors would like to credit Donald Hartman for clarifying

this as the appropriate procedure for establishing the level of agreement to

be expected by chance.

4. For additional justifica',ion of the use of this statistical proce-

dure for problems of this kind, see Wiggins (1972).

5. Several behaviors which are used in the coding system are not in-

cluded in the present analysis. The behaviors humiliate and dependency

could not be included because they 'lid not occur in the behavioral sample.

Repeated noncompliance and temper tantrums were not used on the verbal

report scale because they are subsumed 5n other categories (i.e., tantrums

are defined as silly itanecus occurrences of three or more of the folicP.ing--

physical negative, aestructiveness, crying, yelling, etc.). Nonresponding

of the child was excluded 229: hoc because it was clear that parents were

responding to this item as ignoring rather than mere nonresponse to ongoing

activity (i.e., it was a poorly-written item).
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Table 1

Coded Behaviors as Ranked by Two Methods:

Parental Ratings and Negative Social Consequences

Behavior Rank by
Parental Rating

Behavior

Rank ny Mean Parent
Proportion Rating for
of Negative Behavior

Consequences

Proportion

of Nerative

Consequences
to Behavior

1

2

4

4

4

6

7

5

Whine

Physical Negative
Dr7.tructive

Tease
Sm1rt Talk
Aversive Command
Nnncompliance
iii ,h Rate

13

2

8

S

4

3

12

16

1..,c6

1.074
1.204

1.2114

1.204

1.208
1.278
1.307

.125

.527

.352

.382

.3(10

.429

.37',

.61,4
n Ignore al 1.37o .:'oS

10 Yoli 10 1.537 .1,15

11 pPmand Attention 15 1.611 .083
12 Nr;lativism 6 1.685 .375
13 Command Negative 1 1.833 .r,
14 Disapproval 9 1.670 .235
15 Cry 14 1.11 62 .0117
16 Indulgence 22 2.0q3 .02'
17 Command Prim' 27.5 2.132 .006
18 Receive 18 2.222 .r--
19 Talk 23 2.278
20 Command 7 2.296 .355
21 Attention 25 2.556 .013
22 Tourh 20 2.648 .043
23 Independent Activity 26 2.704 .005
24 Plysical Positive 21 2.741 . 34
25 Comply 17 2.759 .053
26 Laugh 19 2.778 .044
27 Nonverbal Interaction 24 2.833 .012
28 Approval 27.5 2.926 .000

Spearman Rank-order correlation between columns 1 & 2 = ,73 (p < .01).
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METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN NATURALISTIC OBSERVATION:

SOME PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIO3S FOR FIELD RESEARCH'

Stephen A. Johnson and 0rin D. Bolstad

Universit7 cf Oregon

Encapsulated schools cf thought hale occurred in all science:. at
some stage in their development. They appear most frequently during
periods where the fundamentzl assumpti../ns of the science are in question.
Manifesto papers, acrimonious controversy, mutual rejection, and iscla-
tion of other schools' strategies are hallmarks of such episodes [David
L. Krantz, The separate work's of operant and non-operant psychology.
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 1971, 4 (1), p. 61].

History may well reveal that the greatest contribution of behavior

modification to the treatment ,f human problems came with its emphasis on

the collection of behavioral datain natural settings. The growth of the

field will surely co.ltinue to produce greater refinement and proliferation

of specific behavior change procclures, but the critical standard for

assessing taeir utility will very likely remain the same. We will always

want to know how a given procedure affects the subject's relevant behavior

in his "real" world.

If a behaviorist wants to convince someone of the correctness of his

approach to treating human problems, he is generally much less likely to

rely on logic, authority, or personal testimonials to persuade than are

proponents of other schools of psychotherapeutic thought. Rather, it is

most likely that he will show his behavioral data with the intimation that this

data speaks eloquently for itself. Because he is aware of the research on

the low level of generalizability of behavior across settings (e.g., see

Mischel, 1968), he is likely be more confident this data as it

becomes more naturalistic in character (i.e., as it reflects naturally

occurring behavior in the subject's usual habitat). As a perusal of the

behavior modification literature will indicate, these data are often
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extremely persuasive. Yet, the apparent success of behavior modIfication

and the enthusiasm that this success breeds may cause all of us to take

an uncritical approach in evaluating the quality of that data on which the

claims of success are based. A critical review of the naturalistic date

in behavior modification research will reveal that most of it is gathered

under circumstances in which a host of confounding influences can oper-

ate to yield invalid results. The observers employed are usually aware

of the nature, purpose and expected results of the observation. The

observed are also usually aware of being watched and often they also know

the purpose and expected outcome of the observation. The procedures for

gathering and computing data on observer agreement or accuracy are inap-

propriate or irrelevant to the purposes of the investigation. There is almost

never an indication of the reliability of the dependent variable under study,

and rarely is there any systematic data on the convergent validity of the

dependent measure(s). Thus, by the standards employed in some other areas of

psychological research, it can be charged that much behavior modification

research data is subject to observer bias, observee reactivity, fakability,

demand characteristics, response sets, and decay in instrumentation. In

addition, the accuracy, reliability and validity of the data used is often

unknown or inadequately established.

But, the purpose of this paper is not to catalogue our mistakes or to

argue for the rejection of all but the purest data. If that were the case,

we would probably have to conclude with that depressing note which makes

so many treatises on methodology so discouraging. Although dressed in more

technical language, this purist view often expresses itself as: "You

can't get there from here." We can get there, but it's not quite as
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simple os perhaps we were first led to believe. The first step in getting

there is to define and describe those factors which most often jeopardize

the validity of naturalistic behavioral data. To this end, we will review

a host of investigations from many laboratories which demonstrate these

methodological problems. The second step is more constructive in nature:

to suggest, implement, and test the effectiveness of various solutions to

these dilemmas of methodology. Because behavioral data has become the

primary basis for our approa-_n to diagnosing and treating human problems,

the endeavor to improve methodology is perhaps our most critical task for

strengthening our contribution to the science of human behavior.

We will argue that the same 'kinds of methodological considerations

which are relevant in other areas of psychology are equally pertinent for

behavioral research. At least with respect to the requirements of sound

methodology, the time of isolation of behavioral psychology from other

areas of the discipline should quickly come to an end.

Throughout this paper, we will rely heavily on the experience of our

own research group in meeting, or at least attenuating, these problems.

We take this approach to illustrate the problems and their possible solu-

tions more precisely and concretely. Most of our solutions are far from

perfect or final, but it is our hope that a report based on real experi-

ence and data may be more meaningful than hypothetical solutions which

remain urcested. Thus, before beginning on the outline of methodological

problems and their respective solutions, it will be necessary for the

reader to have a general understanding of the purposes and procedures of

our research. This research involves the observation of both "normal"

and "deviant" children and families in the home setting. The observation
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system employed is a modified form of the code devised by Patterson, Ray,

Shaw, and Cobb (1969). This revised system utilizes 35 distinct behavior

categories to record all of the behaviors of the target child and all behaviors

of other family members as they interact with this child. The system is

designed for rapid sequential recording of the child's behavior, the respon-

ses of family members, the child's ensuing response, etc. Obseri.ations

are typically done for forty-five minutes per evening during the pre-dinner

hour for five consecutive week nights. The observations are made under

certain restrictive conditions: a) All family members must be present in

two adjoining rooms; b) No interactions with the observer are permitted;

c) The television set may not be on'; and, d) No visi%ors or extended tele-

phone calls are permitted. Obviously, this represents a modified natural-

istic situation.

On the average, these procedures yield the recording of between 1,800

and 1,900 responses and an approximately equal number of responses of other

family agents over this time period of 3 horns a-d 45 minutes. This data is

collected in connection with a number of interrelated projects. These include

normative research investigations of the "normal" child (e.g., Johnson, Wahl,

Martin & Johansson, 1972); research involving a behavioral analysis of the

child and his family (e.g., Wahl, Johnson, Martin & Johensson, 1972;

Karpowitz, 1972;Johansson, Johnson, Martin, & Wahl, 1971); outcome research on

the effects of behavior modification intervention in families (Eyberg,

1972); comparisons of "normal" and "deviant" child populations (Lobitz &

Johnson, 1972); and studies of methodological problems (Johnson & Lobitz, 1972;

Adkins & Johnson, 1972; Martin, 1971). These latter studies will be

reviewed in detail in the body of Lti_s paper. More recently, we have begun
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to investigate the generality of childrents behavior across school and home

settings, and to document the level of generalization of the effects of

behavior modification in one setting to behavior in other settings (Walker,

Johnson, & Hops, 1972). Research is also in progress to relate naturalistic

behavioral data to parental attitudes and behavioral data obtained in more

artificial laboratory settings. With all of these objectives in mind, it

is most critical that the behavioral da,,a collected is as valid as

possible and it is to this end nat we explore the complex problems of

methodology presented here.

Observer Agreement and Accuracy I:

Problems of Calculation and Inference

The most widely recognized requirement of research involving behavioral

observations is the establishment of the accuracy of the observers. This is

typically done by some form of calculation of agreement between two or more

observers in the field. Occasionally, observers are tested for accuracy by

comparing their coding of video or audio tape with some previously established

criterion coding of the recorded behavior. For convenience, we will refer to

the former procedure as calculation of observer agreement and the latter as

calculation of observer accuracy. In general, both of these procedures have

been labeled observer reliability. We will eschew this terminology because i,

tends to confuse this simple requirement for observer agreement or accuracy

with the concept of the reliability of a test as understood in traditional

test theory. As we shall outline in section three, it is quite possible
or)

to have perfect observer agreement or accuracy on a given behavioral

score with absolutely no reliability or consistency of measurement in the

traditional sense. Generally, the classic reliability requirement involves
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a demand for consistency in the measurement instrument over time (e.g.,

test-retest reliability) or over-sampled item sets responded to at roughly

the same time (e.g., split-half reliability). An example may help clarify

this point. If two computers score the sane MMPI protocol identically,

there is perfect "observer agreement" but this in no way means that the

,

MMPI is a reliable test which yields consistent scores.
2

Although the

question of reliability as traditionally understood has been largely ignored

in behavioral research, we will argue in section three that it is a critical

methodological requirement which should be clearly distinguished from ob-

server agreement and accuracy.

There is no one established way to assess observer agreement or

accuracy and that is as it should be, because the index must be tailored

to suit the purposes of each individual investigation. There are three

basic decisions which must be made in calculating observer agreement. The

first decision involves the stipulation of the unit score on which the index

of agreement should be assessed. In other words, what is the dependent

variable for which an index of accuracy is required as measured by agree-

ment with other observers or with a criterion? An example from our own

research may help clarify this point. We obtain a "total deviant behavior

score" for each of the children we observe. This score is based on the sum

output of 15 behaviors judged to be deviant in nature. An outline of the

rationale and validity of this score will be given in a later section.

Suffice it to say, whenever two observers watch the same child for a given

period, they each come up with their own deviant behavior score. These

scores may then be compared for agreement on overall frequency. It is

obvious that the same deviant behaviors need not be observed to get high
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indexes of agreement on the total number of deviant behaviors observed.

Yet, for many of our purposes, this is not important, since we merely want

an index of the overall output of deviant behavior over a given period.

The same procedure is, of course, applicable to one behavior only, chains

of behavior, etc. The point is that the researcher must decide what unit

is of interest to him for his purposes and then compare agreement data on

that variable. In complex coding systems, like the one used in our labor-

atory, it has been customary to get an overall percent agreement figure

which reflects the average level of agreement within small time blocks

(e.g., 6-10 seconds) over all codes. In general, we would argue that this

kind of observer agreement data is relatively meaningless. It has limited

meaning because it is based on a combination of codes, some of which are

observed with high consensus and some which are not. Furthermore, the figure

tends to overweight those high rate behaviors which are usually observed

with greater accuracy and underweight those low frequency behaviors which

are usually observed with less accuracy. Patterson (personal communication)

has reported that the observer agreement on a code correlates .49 with

its frequency of use. Since it is often the low base rate behaviors which

are of most interest to researchers, this overall index of observer agree-

ment probably overestimates the actual agreement on those variables of

most concern.

The second question to be faced involves the time span within which

common coding is to be counted as an agreement. For most purposes of our

current research, score agreement over the entire 225 minutes of observa-

tion is adequate. Thus, when we compute the total deviant behavior score

over this period, we do not know that each observer sees the same deviant
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behavior at the same time. But, good agreement on the overall score tells

us that we have a consensually validated estimate of the child's overall

deviancy. For some research purposes, this broad time span for agreement

would be totally inadequate. FOr conditional probability analysis of one

behavior (cf. Patterson £ Cobb, 1971), for example, one needs to know

that two observers saw the same behavior at the same time and (depending

on the question) that each observer also saw the same set or chain of

antecedents and/or consequences. This latter criterion is extremely

stringent, particularly with complex cedes where low rate behaviors are

involved, but these criteria arc necessary for an appropriate accuracy

estimate.

Once one has decided on the score to be analyzed and the temporal

rules for obtaining this score, one must then face the problem of what to do

with these scores to give a numerical index of agreement. The two most

common methods of analysis are percent agreement and some form of correla-

tional analvcis over the two sets of values. Both methods may, of course,

be used for observer agreement calculation within yne subject or across a

group of subjects. Once again, neither method is iays appropriate for

every problem and each has its advantages and disadvantages. The most

common was of calculating observer agreement involves the following simple

formula

number of agreements
number of agreements t disagreements

What is defined as an agreement or disagreement has already been solved if

one has decided on the "score" to be calibrated and the time span involved.

Uce of this formula implies, however, that one must be able to dis-

criminate the occurrence of both agreements and disagreements. This can

9
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only be accomplished precisely when the time span covered is r latively

small (e.g., 1-15 seconds) so that one can be reasonably sure that two

observers agreed or disagreed ov the same coding unit. It has been common

practice for investigators to compare recorded occurrences of behavior

units over much longer time periods and obtain a percent agreement figure

between two observers which reflects the following:

smaller number of observed occurrences
larger number of observed occurrences

The present authors would view this as an inappropriate procedure because

C.are is no necessary "agreement" implied by the resulting percent. If

one observer sees 10 occurrences of a behavior over a 30-minute period and

the other sees 12, there is no assurance that they were ever in agreement.

The behavior could have occurred 22 or more times and there could be abso-

lutely no agreement on specific events. The two observers did not necessarily

agree 84% of the time. Data of this kind can be more appropriately analyzed

by correlational methods if such analysis is consistent with the way in

which the data is employed for the question under study. Although the same

basic problem mentioned above can, of course, occur, the correlational

method is viewed as more appropriate because; a) The correlation is computed

over an arra of subjects or observation time segments and b) The correlation

reflects the level of agreement on the total obtaired score and it does not

imply any agreement on specific events.

Whenever using the appropriate method of calculating observer agreement
number of agreementspercent, (i.e: ) the investigatornumber of agreements + disagreements

should be particularly cognizant of the base rate problem. That is, the

obtained percent agreement figure should be compared with the amount of

agreement that could be obtained by chance. An example will clarify this

point. Suppose two coders are coding on a binary behavior coding system

(e.g., appropriate vs. inappropriate behavior). For the sake of illustra-

tion, let us suppose that observers have to characterize the subject's

behavior as either appropriate or inappropriate every five seconds. Now,

let us suppose, as is usually the case, that most of the subject's behavior

is appropriate. If the subject's behavior were appropriate 90% of the time,
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two observers cod4-_ randomly at these base rates (i.e., .90-.1°) will obtain

82% agreement by chance alone. Chance agreement is computed by squaring the

base rate of each code category and summing these values.
3

In this simple

case, the mathematics would be as follows: .90
2

+ .10
2

= .82. The same pro-

cedure may, of course, be used with multi-code systems.

The above .90-.10 split problem may be reconceptualized as one in which

the occurrence or nonoccurrence of inappropriate behavior is coded every five

seconds. If, for purposes of computing observer agreement, we lock at only

those blscks in which at least one of two observers coded the ccurrence

of inappropriate behavior, the chance level agreem-nt is drastically reduced.

The probability that two observers would ..ode occurrence in the same block by

chance is only .10
2

or one percerv_. It would n he theoretically inappro-

priate to count agreement on nonoccurrence but, In the present example and

in most cases, this procedure is associated with relatively high levels of

chance agreement.

Whenever percent agreement data is reported, the base rate chance agree-

ment should also be report.., and tb,. difference noted. Statistical tests of

that difference can, of course, be computed. 4s long as Lhe base rate data

is reported, the percent agreement figure would always seem to be appropriate.

For obvious reasons, however, it becomes less satisfactory as the chance agree-

ment figure approaches 1.0.

The other common -aethol of computing agreement data is by means of A corre-

lation between two sets of observations. The values may be scores from a group

of subjects or scores from n observation segments on one subject. This method

is particularly useful when one is faced with the high chance agreement problem

or utere the requirement of simple similarity in ordering subjects on the depen-

dent variable is sufElcient for the research. As we shall illustrate, the
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correlation is also particularly useful in cases where one has a limited

sample of observer agreement data relative to the total amount of observation

data. In general, correlations have been used with data scores based on

relatively large time samples. In other words, they
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tend to be used for summary scores on individuals over periods of 10 minutes

to 24 hours. There is no reason why correlation methodology could not be

applied to data from smaller time segments (e.g., 5 seconds), bLt this has

rarely been done. So, studies using correlation methods have generally been

those in which one cannot be sure that the same behaviors are being jointly

observed at the same time. In using correlation methods for estimating

agreement, one should be aware of two phenomena. First, it is po:,sible to

obtain high coefficients of correlation when one observer consistently

overestimates behavioral rates relative to the other observer. This dif-

ference can be rather large, but if it is consistently in one direction,

the correlation can be quite high. For some purposes this problem would ,e

of little consequence but for other purposes it could be of considerdi i.

importance. The data can be examined visually, or in other more systematic

ways, to see to what extent this is the case. This problem can be virtuz

eliminated if one uses many observers and arranges for all of them to cali-

brate each other for agreement data. Under these circumstances, one will

obtain a collection of regular observer figures and a list of mixed cali-

brator figures for correlation. This procedure should generally correct for

systematic individual differences and make a consistent pattern as outlined

above extremely unlikely. The second problem to be cognizant of in using

correlations is that higher values become more possible as the range on

the dependent variable becomes greater. This fact may lead to high indexes

of agreement when observers are really quite discr,pant with respect to

the number of a given behavior they are observing. An illustration may

clarify this point. Let us suppose we are observing rates of crying and

whining behavior in preschool children over a five-hour period. Some
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particularly "good" children may display these behaviors very little and,

given a true occurrence score of 7, two observers may obtain scores of 5

and 10 on this behavior class. This would be only 50% agreement. Other

children display these behaviors with moderate to very hign -equencY. For

a child with high frequency, we may find our two observers giving us scores

of 75 and 125 respectively. This would be equivalent to 60% agreement and,

of course, represents a raw discrepancy of 50 occurrences. 11,4., if these

examples were repeated throughout the distribution of scores inn if there

were little overlap, a high correlation would be obtained. This would be

even more true, of course, if one observer consistently over' *.imated the

rates observed by the other. Yet, even this possibility doer: not necessarily

jeopardize the utility of the method. It must merely be recognized, examined

and its implication for the question under study evaluated. in our own

research we want to catalogue the deviancy rates of normal chi-iqren, compare

them with deviant children, and observe changes in deviancy rates as a

result of behavior modification training with parents. For these purposes,

general agreement on levels of deviant responding is quite good enough.

In our research on the normal child, we have had 47 families of the

total 77 families observed for the regular five-day period by an assigned

observer. On one of these days an additional observer was sent to the family

for the purpose of checking observer agreement. The correlation between the

deviant behavior scores of the two observers was .80. But, in a purel

statistical sense, this figure is an underestimate of what the agreement

correlation would be for the full five days of observation. Since we are

using a statistic based on five times as much (lets, %re want to know the expected



ways, and evaluated by different criteria.

been applied to other statistics of particular interest in this research

commands given (corrected agreement = .99), and f) the compliance ratio

agreement = .92). As our research is completed, we will be presenting

observer agreement data using different statistics, computed in different

With the Spearman-Brown correction, the expected observer agreement corre-

lation

responses (corrected agreement = .98), c) the median agreement

out of 15 deviant behavior codes used (r = .91), e) the number of parental

coefficient of the 29 behavior codes observed for five or more children

lation for the deviant behavior score .95. This sane procedure has also

(i.e., compliances/compliances plus noncompliances) of the child (corrected

Patterson, Cobb, & Ray, 1972; Patterson & Reid, 1970; Reid, 1967).4

(corrected agreement = .91), d) the median corrected agreement of the 11

including: a) the proportion of the parent's generally "negative" responses

(correct agreement = .97), b) the proportion of the parent's generally

Spearman-Brown formula (Guilford, 1954) may be applied to this end (as in

who have sought, for example, to estimate the reliability of an entire

we want to know the expected correlation for the statistic based on five

Johnson and Boistad

days when we have the correlation based on one day. The well-known

observer agreement correlation for this extended period. Adding time to an

observation period is analogous to adding items to a test. The problem we are

test based on the reliability of some portion of the test. In our case,

faced with here is very similar to that dealt with by traditional test theorists

where Ett = reliability of the test of unit length

n = length of total test.

-nn
r =

/6

1 + (n-l)r
--tt
nr

-t t

1 3
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The primary point of this section is to indicate that there are many

ways of calculating observer agreement data and there is no one "right way

to do it." The methods differ on three basic dimensions: a) 'he nature

and breadth of the dependent variable unit, b) the time span covered, and

c) the method of computing the index. Each investigator must make his own

decisions on each of these three points in line with the purposes of his

investigation. But, the investigator should be guided by one central

prescription--the agreement data should be computed on the score used as the

dependent variable. It makes no sense to report overall average agreement

data (except perhaps as a bow to tradition) when the dependent variable

is "deviant behavior rate." In addition, it makes little sense to make

the agreement criteria relative to time span more :;tringent than necessary.

If the dependent variable is overall rate of deviant behavior for s five-

day period, then this is the statistic for which agreement should be com-

puted. It is not necessary for this limited purpose that both observers

see the same deviant behavior in the same brief time block.

Before closing this section on the computation of cl3server agreement,

we should address the somewhat unanswerable question of the minimum criteria

for the acceptability of observer agreement data. In other words, how much

agreement is sufficient for moving on to consider the results of a particular

study. When using observer agreement percent, it would seem reasonable, at

the very minimum, to show that the agreement percent is greater than that

which could be expect-d by chance alone. When dealing with correlation data,

one should at least show the obtained correlation to be statistically signi-

ficant. These criteria are, of course, extremely minimal and certainly far

below those criteria commonly used in traditional testing and measurement
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to establish reliability (e.g. , (uilford, 1954). Yet, there criteria

do provide a reasonable lowest levol LAandard and there are some very ,,00d

reasons why we should not be overly conservative on this point. In the

first place, very complex codes, which may provide us with some of our

most interesting findings, are very difficult to use with complete accuracy,

On the basis of our experience, and that of G. R. Patterson (personal communi-

cation), we see an overall agreement percent of 80% to 85% as traditionally

computed as a realistic upper limit for the kind of complex code we are

using.

Furthermore, to the exten: that less than perfect agreement represents

only unsystematic error in the dependent variable, it cannot be considered

a confounding variable accounting for positive results. Any positive finding

which emerges in spite ofagood deal of "noise" or error variance is probably

a relatively strong effect.

Low observer agreement does, however, have very important implications

for negative results. This gets us back to the fundamental principle that

one can never prove the null hypothesis. The more error in the measurement

instrument, the greater the chance for failing to discover important pheno-

mena. Thus, just as with traditional test reliability, the lower the ob-

server accuracy, the less confidence one can have in any negative findings

from the research.

Observer Agreement and Accuracy II:

Generalizability of Observer Agreement Data

All of the preceding discussion on the calculation of observer agree-

ment data relies on the assumption that the obtained estimates of agree-

ment are generalizable to the remainder of the observers' data collection.
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In most naturalistic behavioral research, however, this af:,umptioll ,innot

go unchallenged and this bring, us to our next, and largely !uhle.

methodological problem. To illustrate this pro let Lu, Lake the not

untypical case of an investigator who trains his observers on a behavioral

code until they meet the criterion of two consecutive observation sessions

at 80% agreement or better. After completing this training, t`le investi-

gator embarks on his research with no further assessment of ol-erver agree-

ment. There are three basic problems with this methodology which make the

generalizability of this agreement data extremely questionable. These

problems are a) the nonrandomness of the selected data points, b) the

unrepresentativeness of the selected data points in terms of the time of the

assessment, and c) the potential for the observer's reactivity to being

checked or watched. The first two problems may be rather easily solved in

all naturalistic research, but the third problem represents quite a challenge

to some forms of naturalistic observation, Let us explore these problems in

more detail. The nonrandomness of selecting the last two "successful"

observation sessions in a series for establishing a true estimate of

agreement should be very obvious. It is not unlikely that, had the investi-

gator obtained several additional agreement sessions, he would find the

average agreement figure to be lower than 80%. It is quite possible that

our observers had, by chance, two consecutive "good days" which are highly

unrepresentative of the days to come. One can almost visualize our hypo-

thetical investigator, after the first day of highly accurate observation,

saying to his observers, "That was really a good one; all we need is one

more good session and we can begin the study." But, now we are getting

into problems two and three.
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The second problem of unrepreentativeneqs in terms of time

viously been discussed by CAmpbell and Manley (1966) and labeled in trumnt

decay. That is, estimato... of observer accuracy obtained one week may not be

representative of obsc' 'r accuracy the next week. The longer the research

lasts, the greater is the potential problem of instrument decay. jr'. tilt,

case of human observers', the decay may result from processes of forgettini

new learning, fatigue, etc. Thus, because of instrument deca our investi-

gator's estimate of 80% agreement is pro1)ah3y an exaggeration of the tale

agreement during the study itself. The problem of instrument decay is also

often compounded by the fact that during observer training, there is usually

a great deal of intense and concentrated work with the code, coupled with

extensive training and feedback concerning observer accuracy. This Liten-

sity of experience and feedback is usually nct maintained throughout the

course of the research, and, as a result, the two time periods are charac-

terized by very different sets of experiences for the observers. The third

problem of generalizability of this agreement data involves the simple fact

that people often do a better, or at least a different, job when they are

aware of being watched as opposed to when they are not. Campbell and

Stanley (1966) have labeled this problem reactive effects of testing. It

is likely that, when observers are being "tested" for accuracy, they will

have heightened motivation for accuracy and heightened vigilance for criti-

cal behaviors or for the coding peculiarities of their calibrator. This

point has been brought home dramatically to us on more than one occasion

by the tears of an observer after earning a particularly low agreement

rating, Thus, because of the reactivity problem, estimates of observer

agreement obtained with the awareness of the observer are likely to over-
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estimate the true agreement level which would be obtained if the olmerver

were not aware of such calibration.

Fortunately, all of the preceding logical arguments have been investi-

gated in some recent research largely contributed by John Reid of the Oregon

Research Institute. In his first published study on this problem, Reid

(1970) designed a study which, from the observer's point of view, was almost

identical to the hypothetical example given earli r. In this study, ob-

servers were trained for a maximum of eight days on complex hehavioral coding

of videotape material in a laboratory setting. They were trained ur it they

obtained 70% agreement on two consecutive days for 15 minutes of observation

per day. in each training session, feedback was given to the observers

concerning their accuracy, but in the immediately following assessment ses-

sion no such feedback was given. After training was completed, the observers

were led to believe that they would be the only ones seeing the new tapes

because criterion protocols had not been previously constructed and

the tapes would have to be erased immediately after coding so that they

might be reused. Observers were urged, therefore, to be very careful in

their subsequent coding. On each of four consecutive days after reaching

criterion, the observers were asked t, complete 30 minutes of olx,ervation

on similar stimulus materials. The first 5 minutes of each session served

as a practice period in which the exper:menter gave feedback to the ob-

server when necessary. Although the observers were not aware of it,

criterion protocols had been prepared on these videotape materials, thus

providing a covert assessment of observer accuracy. Throughout the study,

observer accuracy was computed by comparing the data entry with the stan-

dard protocol. Both errors of commission and omission were counted. This

is the type of overall and generally stringent accuracy criteria which we
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have earlier recommended agaim.t for most :esearch purposes. arv. ,vent,

all observers reached the 70% agreement criterion at or before =,-ht days

of training and the average agreement during the two criterion days way

75.50%. The average agreement during the following four days, however, was

only 51.25%, representing a drop of nearly 25 percentage points. Now it is

obvious that, in this first study, all three confounding problems were

present--a) unrepresentativeness of the criterion days, b) instrument decay

due to passage of time, etc., and c) reactivity to being tested. Th' is

the procedure, however, which is representative of many investigation in

the field. Reid's study certainly demonstrates the potentially powerful

impact of these confounding influences. Because of the relatively short

time span involved in this study, it is likely that most of this effect

is attributable to the reactivity problem.

A more recent study by Taplin and Reid (in preparation) sheds greater

light on the contribution of each of these confounding influences. Al-

though some of the details of this latter 'turfy differed from the earlier

investigation, the basic procedures and concepts involved were the same.

After training to criterion of 70% agreement, the observers were assigned

to one of three groups: a) No-check group--the procedures in this group

essentially replicated those of the former study such that the observers

were unaware of agreement assessment beyond the criterion period. b)

Spot-check group--in this group, observers were told that their accuracy

would be checked from time to time during the experimental phase, but that

they would be aware of when these checks would be made. This group controls

for the problem of unrepresentativeness of criterion day performance as

well as instrument decay, but does not control for reactivity to testing

c) Random-check group--in this group, the observers were told that their
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accuracy would be checked randomly in 20% of the sessions but tip -it they

would not be aware of when these checks occurred. This procedure not only

controls for the first two problems, but also controls for the reactivity

problem by making it constant. In other words, it is likely that the know-

20

ledge of a "potential" assessment of accuracy will increase the ol,server's

motivation and vigilance. Yet, this is not a confounding influence since

any random assessment of accuracy in the series will not be unrepreenta-

tive of the other points in the series. Thus, whenever practically

possible, this strategy of random assessment without observer aw,rene 4, or

assessment on every observation occasion is most consistent with rigorous

research requirements. The results of the Taplin and Reid (in preparation)

study are presented in Figure 1 and are of particular interest .1ele for

the way in which they illustrate the operation of the three confounding'

Insert Figure 1 about here

problems. The discrepancy between percent agreement on the criterion day:,

and on the days of data collection is obvious and significant for all groups.

Thus, the use of this kind of previously collected criterion d,:ta for

generalization to subsequent data collection appears highly inlopropriate,

regardless of the method of data collection or the rationale provided

observers during the data collection period. In all groups, the confounds

of unrepresentativeness of criterion day data and instrument decay from

the criterion days are obvious. Now, the observer accuracy data produced

on the spot check days are not unrepresentative, in the sense that these

days were presumably not chosen initially as particularly "good" ones, as

were the criterion days. In addition, this procedure controls for the
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problems of instrument decay due to passage of time since tne

randomly throughout the period of data collection. It is clear that

"spot check" accuracy assessment produced less overestimation of true iccur-

acy than did the criterion day estimates, The data in this "spot chock"

group is very clear, however, in illustrating the problem of ol.erver rodc-

tivity. The agreement percents in the two spot check periods are clearly

overestimates of agreement percents obtained under covert assesrrent.

the "spot check" method represents a decided improvement over the criterion

score method, but it is an imperfect solution.

In some naturalistic settings, the "rpot check" method may hdv-

remain the optimal solution for rea,ons of cot di the potential for +he

reactive effects inherent in u-ing multiple of e.vers continuouThl (o.g.,

in observations in homes or other confined quarter ). Ar previou' ly tated,

the methods of total accuracy as':,es:lment (0.R., a., u 0d by Wahler, 141,7, and

Browning Stover, 1971) or ransom accuracy a:. ,ssment without awo,:o

(as in Taplin Reid, in preparation) arc always; preforable when po);-ille.

These methods are, of course, particularly simple to apply with vidoc or

audio tape materials or in natural settings whose two or more ob:,erver

are, for whatever reason, employed simultaneously and continuously. In

classrooms, for example, it is often the case that two or more observe.;

record the behaviors of two or more children. Under these circumstances,

the investigator can arrange the observers' recording schedules -o that their

observation of subjects overlap at random times. In this way, two observ0rs

can record the behavior of the same subject at the same tine without either

having knowledge of the ongoing calibration for agreement which is occurring

at that specific time. This procedure would replicate the "random check
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group" of Taplin and Reid (in preparation) in a field setting. It would

probably he difficult, if not impossible, to keep the fact of random cali-

bration a secret from the observers for any extended period, but, as stated

earlier, this is no real problem, because the randomly collected data with-

out specific awareness is representative of accuracy at other times. The

Taplin and Reid (in preparation) data would suggest that the motivational

effects of informing observers of the random checks slightly increases the

level and stability of their accuracy scores. (Compare the three groups'

accuracy level and stability in the data collection period in Fipmre 1.)

In more recent research, Reid and his colleagues have directed tneir

efforts to finding ways of eliminating the instrument decay or "observer

drift" observed in all previous studies regardless of the method of moni-

toring. In several long-term research projects, including our own (e.g.,

Johnson, Wahl, Martin & Johinsson, 1972), the one directed by n. P.

Patterson (e.g., Patterson, Cobb, & Ray, 1972) and the one reported by

Browning and Stover (1971), continuous training, discussion of the coding

system, and accuracy feedback are provided for the observe. It is possible

that this kind of training and feedback could eliminate, or at least atten-

uate, observers' accuracy drift as well as the problem of the unrepresenta-

tiveness of "spot check" accuracy assessments. To test this hypothesis,

DeMaster and Reid (in preparation) designed a study in which tree levels

of feedback and training during data collection were compared ,T1 a sample of

28 observers. The observers were divided into 14 pairs and all subsequent

procedures were carried out in the context of these fixed pairs. The three

experimental groups were as follows: Group I--Total Feedback--In this group

observers a) discussed their observation performance together while reviewing

their coding of the previous day's video tape, b) discussed their previous
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day's observation with the experim,nter in terms of their apreennt with the

criterion coded protocol, and c) rev. i ved a daily report of ir

with respect to the criterion protocol. Group Agrec-ier, Peelback--

In this group, observers were given ti,e opportunity to discus; their perform-

ance as in a above and b)were given a daily repot, on the extent to which

each observer's cooing protocol agreed with the protocol of the other ob-

server. Subjects in this group were depriveJ of a discussion or report of

'heir level of agreement wicn the criterion protocols. Croup Ill--No

Feedback -- Subjects in this group were deprived of the kind:. of bodt,a(-4

given in the previous tuo conditions and were instructed net to discis:,

their work among themselves to eliminate e possible "bias of the aata."

This group was similar in conc<)t to the random-check group in the Taplin

and Reid (in preparation) study in that tkiy were told, as were all other

ralbjects, that their accuracy would ie ch(cked at : 3r,dom intervaL in the

data collection period. The :c.pendent variables wee a) the agreemea' icores

between pairs of observers and b) the "accuracy" scores reflected by the

percent agreement with the criterion protocols. The results showed that the

intra-pair observer agreewent scores were 3ignificantly 111:;he; than were

scores reflecting agreement with the criterion, These rcsilts tend to

corroborate the hypothesis forwarded by Baer, Wolf, and Risley (l nEB) and

Bijou, Peterson and Ault (1068) that hiph intra-pair agreement not

necessarily reflect proper use of the coding ,--tom. We shall call this

problem "consensual observer drift." It is very important to note, however,

that the design of this study which placed observers in tixec tnd unchanging

pairs would tend to maximize this effect. In the field studies referred to

above, observers typically meet in larger groups for training and feedback

and observers rotate in calibrating each other's observations. ',hder these

25
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circumstances, the effects of consensual drift would logically be expected

to be less poten.... Indeed, further data from the DeMaster and Reid (in

preparation) study lends support to this argument. On those video-tape

materials where more than one pair of observers had coded the sequrlc

the investigators compared the fixed pair agreement with the agreement

between observers in other pairs. In all cases, the fixed pair agreed more

with one another than they did with the observers in the other pairs, Thus,

this idiosyncratic drift of fixed pairs may be greater than drift exper-

ienced under currently employed field research procedures. Yet, a recent

study by Romanczyk, Kent, Diament, and O'Leary (1971) showed that during

overt agreement assessment observers would change their coding behavior

to more closely approximate the differential coding styles of their cali-

brators. Thus, it is possible for observers to produce one kind of consen-

sual drift with some calibrators and an opposite consensual drift with others

to yield artifically high observer agreement data.

The manipulations in the Romanczyk et al. (1972) study were quite

powerful, however, and one can question the generalizability of these

artificially induced conditions to real field studies. Nevertheless, this

study does demonstrate the potential for powerful and differential consensual

drift. In spite of these considerations, one must realize that it is im-

possible in an ongoing field observation to have a "pure" criterion protocol,

since one cannot arbitrarily designate one observer's protocol as the "true"

criterion and the other as the imperfect approximr.e. But, one can atten-

uate this problem considerably by having frequent training sessions with

observers on pre-coded video-tape material or on pre-coded behavioral

scripts which may be acted out live by paid subjects. The importance of
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this recommendation is underlined by DeMaster and Reid `s (in

second important finding. Analysis of the data indicated a :,i nificant main

effect for feedback conditions, with the total feedback group doing best,

followed by the intra-pair feedback group and the no feedback group,

respectively.

It may be of interest to review briefly how our own project stacks up

with regard to these considerations and to suggest ways in which it and

similar projects might be improved in this area. Initial obs-rver training

in our laboratory consists of the following program: a) reading- and study

of the observation manual, b) completion of programmed instruction materiaic

involving preceded interactions,-c) participation in daily intensive training

sessions which include discussion or the System and coding of precoded

scripts which are acted out live by paid but nonprofessional actors, d)

field training with a more experienced ch:_erver followed immediately by

agreement checks. Currently, when an observer obtains five sessions with

an average overall percent agreement of 70% or better, she may begin regular

observation without constant monitoring. All observers continue to partici-

pate in continuous training and are subject to continuous checking with

feedback. This is accomplished in two ways. First, each observer is

subject to one spot-check calibration for each family she observes. This

calibration may come on any one of the re,,.ular five days of observation.

Beth observers figure their percent agreement in the traditional way

immediately after the session and discuss their disagreements at thi: time.

If they cannot resolve their disagreement Dn a particular or idiosyncratic

problem, they call the observer trainer immediately who serves as sort of an

imperfect criterion coder. From time to time, idiosyncratic problems arise

which cannot be resolved by the coding manual alone. Decisions on how to
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code these special cases are made by the group and the trainer and are

entered in a "decision log" which is periodically studied by all observers.

These special circumstances are unfortunate and provide an opportunity for

consensual drift, but are part of the reality with which we must deal. The

"decision log" helps attenuate the drift problem on these decisions, and most

of them tend to be idiosyncratic to one or two families. The second aspect

of continual training involves a minimum of one 90-minute training session

per week for all observers involving discussion and live coding experience.

We have been negligent in our procedures in not retaining our precoded

scripts over time and recoding these from month to month and year to year.

On the basis of our review of Reid's excellent work, we have now begun to

correct this error by retaining these scripts and subjecting them to recoding

periodically to check the problem of "consensual observer drift." As will

be obvious, we use the imperfect method of "spot check" calibration for

observer agreement, but Reid's data is encouraging in that it indicates that

the kind of intensive and continual training outlined here may attenuate the

problems associated with this method. Furthermore, our observers are con-

vinced that calibration scores obtained on a single day of observation are

probably lower than would be obtained over two or more days of observation.

The reason for this belief is that the calibrator would logically have more

difficulty in adapting to each new home environment and identifying the

subjects of observation on the first day in the home than on subsequent

days. Unfortunately, we have no hard data to prove this hypothesis, but we

have begun to do more than one day of calibration on families in order to

test it.

The problem of consensual drift is also attenuated in this project by
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the practice of having each observer calibrate all other observers. 4e

recently began to employ only one calibrator for reasons of convenience and

cost, but this review has persuaded us to return, at least partially, to

multiple calibration among all observers.

As stated earlier, the problems associated with reactivity to testing

for observer agreement 'could largely be solved by procedures which involved

coding of audio or video tapes. This is true because one could arrange

calibration on a random basis without observer awareness. Because proce-

dures of this kind could also solve or attenuate problems of observer bias

and subject reactivity, we are beginning to consider procedures of this type

more seriously for future research and are now involved in pilot work on

the feasibility of these methods. Short of this, we must be content with the

"spot check" method as outlined and attempt to attenuate the problems asso-

ciated with this method by use of extensive training and feedback as

suggested by DeMaster and Reid (in preparation).

Reliability of Naturalistic Behavioral Data

One must look long and hard through the behavior modification literature

to find even an example of reliability data on naturalistic behavior

rate scores. In classical test theory, the concept of reliability involves

the consistency with which a test measures a given attribute or yields a

consistent score on a given dimension. Theoretically, a test of intelli-

gence, for example, is reliable if it consistently yields highly similar

scores for the same individual relative to other individuals in the sample.

There are several approaches to measuring reliability including split-half

measures, equivalent forms, test-retest methods, etc. Each method nas a

somewhat different meaning, but the basic objective of each is an estimate
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of the consistency of measurement. It is difficult to tell whether len,Avior-

ists have simply neglected, or deliberately rejected, the reliability re-

quirement for their own research. The concept comes out of classical test

theory and is obviously allied to trait concepts of personality. Behavior-

ists may feel that the concept is irrelevant to their purpse-- After all,

we know that there is often very little proven consistency in human behavior

over time and stimulus situations (e.g., see Mischel, 1968), so why should

we require a consistency in our measurement instruments that is not present

in real life? Behaviorists may feel that reliability is an ou'moded con-

cept and belongs exclusively to the era of trait psychology. if this is,

in fact, the reason for the neglect of the reliability issue behavioral

research, it represents a serious conceptual error and a clear misapplication

of the meaning of the data on the lack of behavioral consistency so elo-

quently summarized by Mischel (1968). It is true, of course, that behav-

iorists employ more restricted definitions of the topography of the relevant

response dimensions (e.g., hitting vs. aggression) and that they often in-

clude more restrictive stimulus events in defining these dimensions (e.g.,

child noncompliance to mother's commands vs. child negativism). Yet, the

fact remains that we are still dealing with scores that reflect behavioral

dimensions. If the word "trait" offends, then another label will do as

well. Furthermore, the scores are obtained fog the same purposes that trait

scores are obtained--to correlate with some other variable. Generally,

behavior modifiers "correlate" these scores with the presence or absence

of some treatment procedure but certainly our data is not limited to this one

objective. In our own research, for example, we are currently comparing

children's deviant behavior rates in their homes with their deviancy in the

school classroom (Walker, Johnson, 8 Hops, 1972) and comparing the deviancy
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rates of normal children with those ob:-.erved in referred or "deviant"

children (Lobitz 1, Johnson, Pf72). The most elementary knowlede of tho

concept of reliability tells us that some minimal level of behavior ;core

reliability is necessary before we can ever hope to obtain any significcnt

relationship between our behavioral score and any external variable. Thus,

the requirement of score reliability is just as important in researen

employing behavioral assessment as it is in more traditional forms of psy-

chological assessment, but with only a few exceptions (e.g., Cobb, lcii-,q;

Harris, 1969; Olson, 1930-31; Patterson, Cobb, a Ray, 1972) behaviori:Js

have ignored this important issue.

As a consequence of the reasoning presented above, we have been par-

ticularly cognizant of the reliability of the scores used in our research.

We were quite encouraged to find, for example, that the odd-even-splialf

reliability of our "total deviant behavior score" in a sample of 33 "normal"

children was .72. This reliability was ccmputed by correlating the total

deviant behavior score obtained on the first, third, and first half of the

fifth day with the same score obtained from the remainder of the period.

After applying the Spearman-Brown correction formula, we found that the

reliability of this score for the entire five-day observation period was .83.

This relatively high level of reliability indicate that this score should,

at least in a statistical sense, be quite sensitive to manipulation or to

true relationships with other external variables (e.g., social class, or

educational level of the parents). Other behavioral scores which are im-

portant to our research include: a) the proportion of generally negative

responses of the parents (corrected reliability = 90), b) the proportion

of generally positive responses of parents (corrected reliability = .87),
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c) the median reliability of the 35 individual codes (r = .69), d) the

corrected median reliability of the deviant codes = .66, 3) the number of

parental commands during the observation (corrected reliability = .85), and

f) the compliance ratio (i.e., compliances/compliances + noncompliance) of

the child (corrected reliability = .49). The reliability of the compliance

ratio is not as high as we might have wished, but it may still be high enough

to be sensitive enough for powerful manipulations. We have been less for-

tunate in obtaining good reliability scores on some other statistics import-

ant to our research eftorts. For example, the compliance ratios to specific

agents (i.e., to mothers or fathers) have yielded rather low reliabilities.

The reasons for this are two-fold: First, ratio scores are always less re-

liable than are their componant raw scores, because they combine the error

variance of both components. Second, and of more general importance,

these scores are based on relatively few occurrences. On the average, for

example, fathers give only 36 commands over the five-day period. these

occurrences must then be divided for the compliances and noncompliances and

further split in half for the odd-even reliability estimate. By the time

this erosion takes place, there are few data points on which to base re-

liability estimates. This problem is even more profound when we use one day

of compliance ratio data to compute observer agreement on this statistic,

since, on the average, fathers give only 7.2 commands per day. Thus, when

we are dealing with behavioral events of fairly low base rate, observer

agreement correlations and reliability coefficients may often not be

"fairly" computed because there is simply not enough data. In classical

test theory terminology, there may often not be enough "items" on the be-

havioral test to permit an accurate estimation of the reliability of the
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score. What should we do with cases of this kind? A methodological purist

might argue that we should throw out this data and use only scores with

proven high reliability and observer agreement. We would argil that this

course would be a particularly unfortunate solution for several reasons.

First, low base rate behaviors are often those of special importance in

clinical work. Second, if low reliability reflects nothing more than

random, unsystematic error in the measurement instrument, it cannot jeopar-

dize or provide a confounding influence on positive results (i.e., it cannot

contribute to the commission of Type I errors). But, either low reliability

or low observer agreement does have profound implications for the meaning

of negative results (i.e., the commission of Type II errors). Fortunately,

the effects of many behavior modification procedures are so dramatic that

they will emerge significant in spite of relatively low reliability or

observer accuracy.

In one of the other few examples of reliability data in the behavior

modification literature, Cobb (1969) found that the average odd-even re-

liability of relevant behavioral coies used in the school setting was only

.72. Yet, Cobb (1969) found that the rates of certain coded behaviors

showed strong relationships to achievement in arith:etic. Thus, relatively

low reliability or observer agreement jeopardizes very little the meaning

of positive results, but leaves negative results with little meaning.

There is, however, one very critical qualifying point to this argument. It

is that the error expressed in low reliability or observer accuracy must

be random, unsystematic, and unbiased. With this consideration in mind, we

now move to what are perhaps the most important methodological issues in

naturalistic research--observer bias and observes reactivity to the obser-

vation process.
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The Problem of Observr'r Bias in Naturalistic Observation

Shortly after the turn of the century, 0. Pfungst became intrigu.C.

with a mysteriously clever horse named Hans. By tapping his foot, "C1:.ver

Hans" was able to add, subtract, multiply and divide and to spell, read,

and solve problems of musical harmony (Pfungst, 1911). Hans' .caner, a

Mr. von Osten, was a German mathematics teacher who, unlike the vaudeville

trainers of show animals, did not profit from the horse's peculiar talents.

He insisted that he did not cue the animal and, as proof, he permitted

others to question Hans without his being present. Pfungst remained in-

credulous and began a program of systematic study to unravel the mystery

of Hans' talents.

Pfungst soon discovered th.6t, if the horse could not see the questioner,

Hans could not even answer the simplest of questions. Neither would Hans

respond if the questioner himself did not know the answer. Pfungst next

observed that a forward inclination of the questioner's head was sufficient

to start the horse tapping, and raising the head was sufficient to terminate

the tapping. This was true even for very slight motions of the head, as

well as the lowering and raising of the eyebrows and the dilation and con-

traction of the questioner's nostrils.

Pfungst reasoned and demonstrated that Hans' cluestioners, even the

skeptical ones, expected the horse to give comer*. '-esponses. Unwittingly,

their expectations were reflected in their head movements and glances to

and from the horse's hooves. When the correct number of hoof taps was

reached, the questioners almost always looked up, thereby signaling Hans

to stop (Rosenthal, 19661.

Some fifty years later, Robert Rosenthal began to investigate the

importance of the expectations of experimenters in psychological research.
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In his now classical article, Rosenthal(1963) presented evi-

dence suggesting that the experimenter's knowledge of the hypothesis could

serve as an unintended source of variance in experimental results. In a

prototypical study, Rosenthal and rode (1963) had naive rats randomly

assigned to two groups of undergraduate experimenters in a maze-learning

task. One group of experimenters was told that they were working with maze-

bright animals and the other group was told that their rats were maze-dull.

The group of experimenters which was led to believe that their rats were

maze-bright reported faster learning times for their subjects than the

group which was told their animals were maze-dull. An extension of this

finding to the classroom was offered by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1966).

Teachers were led to believe that certain, randomly selected students in

their classrooms were "late bloomers" with unrealized academic potential:

Pre- and post-testing in the fall and spring suggested that children in tne

experimental group (late bloomers) had a greater increase in IQ than did

the controls.

The purpose of this section will be to examine the problem of experi-

menter-observer bias with regard to naturalistic observational procedures.

The amount of literature which deals directly with observer bias in

naturalistic observation is sparse (Kass & O'Leary, 1970; Skindrud, 1972;

Kent, 1972). However, Rosenthal has written an extensive review of experi-

menter bias in behavioral and social psychological research (Rosenthal, 1966).

In spite of failures to replicate many of Rosenthal's findings (Barber &

Silver, 1968; Clairborn, 1969) and extensive criticisms of Rosenthal's

methodology (Snow, 1969; Thorndike, 1969, Barber & Silver, 1968), the massive

body of literature compiled and summarized by Rosenthal (1966) remains the
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best available resource for conceptualizing the phenomenon of observer bias

and for isolating possible sources of bias relevant to naturalistic obser-

vation. A brief review of this literature follows with a focus on inte-

grating implications from this literature with naturalistic observational

procedures. In addition, we will give consideration to the few experiments

which have directly investigated observer bias in naturalistic observation

and further consider some proposals for dxperiments yet to be conducted.

Finally, suggestions for minimizing observer bias will be outlined and data

this problem from our laboratory will be presented.

Conceptualization of Observer Bias

Rosenthal (1966) has defined experimenter bias "as the extent to which

experimenter effect or error is asymmetrically distributed about the

'correct' or 'true' value." Observer errors or effects are generally

assumed to be randomly distributed around a "true" or "criterion" value.

Observer bias, on the other hand, tends to be unidirectional and thereby

confounding.

Sources of Observer Bias

An important distinction should be drawn between observer error and

observer effect on subjects. Invalid results may be contributed solely by

systematic or "biased" errors in recording by observers. Or, invalid find-

ings may be realized as a result of the effect that the observer has on his

subjects (Rosenthal, 1966). First we will consider recording error as a

source of observer bias.

Kennedy and Uphoff (1939) illustrate the problem of recording errors in

an experiment in extrasensory perception. The observers' task was simply to

record the investigator's guesses as to the kind of symbol being "trans-
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mitted" by the observer. Since the investigators guesses for observers

had been programmed, it was possible to count the number of re,ording errors.

In all, 126 recording errors out of 11,125 guesses were accumulated among

28 observers. The analysis of errors revealed that believers in telepathy

made 71.5 percent more errors increasing telepathy scores than did non-

believers. Disbelievers made 100 percent more errors decreasing the

telepathy scores than did their counterparts. Sheffield and Kaufman (1952)

found similar biases in recording errors among believers and nonbelievers

in psychokinesis on tallying the results of the fall of dice. Computational

errors in summing recorded rates have also been documented by Rosenthal in

an experiment on the perception of people (Rosenthal, Friedman, Johnson,

Fode, Schill, White, & Vikan-Kline, 1964).

It is doubtful that these recording and computational errors were in-

tentional. However, as Rosenthal (1966, p. 31-32) notes, data fabrication

or intentional cheating is not absent in psychological research, especially

where undergraduate student experimenters are employed as data collectors.

Rosenthal points out that these students "have usually not identified to a

great extent with the scientific values of their instructors." Students

may fear that a poor grade will be the result of an accurately observed

and recorded event which is incompatible with the expected ev..nt. Of two

experiments by Rosenthal which were designed to examine intentional erring

by students in a laboratory course in animal learning, one revealed a clear

instance of data fabrication (Rosenthal a Lawson, 1964) and the other showed

no evidence of intentional erring but did show some deviations from the pre-

scribed procedure (Rosenthal a Fode, 1963). Another study employing student

experimenters by Azrin, Holz, Ulrich, and Goldiamond (1961) replicated
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Verplanck's (1955) verbal conditioning experiment. However, an informal

post-experimental check revealed that data had been fabricated by the student

experimenters. Later, the authors employed advanced graduate students as

experimenters and found that Verplanck's results were not replicated.

The implications for naturalistic observation are obvious. Observer

error, whether it be unintentional or in*Lentional, incurred during recording

or during computation, must he guarded against by accuracy checks and by

carefully concealing the experimenter's hypotheses. Although observer

agreement checks do not rule out the possibility of bias among the ob-

servers whose data is compared, it at least arouses suspicion where agree-

ment figures are low and disagreements are consistent. Ideally, observers

should not be made responsible for the tallying of their own data. Compu-

tations should be made by a nonobserver who is removed from knowledge of

the observations. Observers should be selected on the basis of their iden-

tification with scientific integrity and admonitions against p-ssible

biasing effects should be repeated during the course of the evieriment.

Finally, observers should be encouraged to disclose to the experimenter

both die nature and sources of any information they receive that might be

relevant to the objectivity of their observations. A questionnaire, filled

out after observation sessions, can facilitate this disclosure.

The other source of observer bias, which Rosenthal discusses (Rosenthal,

1966), is the effect of the observer's expectancy on the subject. If an

observer has an hypothesis about a subject's behavior, he may be able to

communicate his expectations and thereby influence the behavinr.

Expectancy effects have previously been alluded to in Rosenthal's

study with animal laboratory experimenters (Rosenthal & Fode, 1963) and

'31
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teachers in the classroom (Rosenthal £ Jacobson, 1966). R'-,enthal's first

major study in exnectar-:y effects is instructive in its sirplicity. ,:0;;en-

thal and Fode (1963) had 10 experimenters obtain ratings from 206 subiects

on the photo person-percertion task. All 10 experimenters received identi-

cal instructions except that five experimenters were informed that their

subjects would probabl. .,erage a +5 success rating on the ten neutral

photos while the other e experimenters were led to e:Tect a -5 failure

average. The results resealed that the group given the +5 expectation ob-

tained an average of +.40 vs. the -5 expectation group which yielded a

-.08 score. These difference3 were highly significant and subsequent repli-

cations have supported these findings (Fode, 1960; Fode, 19C5).

The implications for naturalistic observational procedures of the ex-

pectancy effect on the subject's behavior are most aiscomrortinr, 11, a:,

in the Rosenthal laboratory studies, observers in the natural ,an

communicate their expectancies to their subjects such that the object's

behavior falls 'n line with those expectations, a serious threat to interral

validity is posed. Assuming that idimans are no less sensitive to subtle

cues than Mr. von Osten's Clever Hans, it seems reasonable to infer that

observer expectancy effects are operative in t!,e natural setting. Consider

the not atypical case of an observer who records rIele-.ted deviant behaviors

of a child in a classroom before, duri and after treatment. Seldom is

it not obvious to the observer when treatment begins and ends. Assuming that

an observer might infer the expectations of the experimenter in such a

setting, how might he communicat these expectations to his subjects? One

way of influencing the targeted child is by nonverbal expressive cues.

Expressions of amusement by the observer &ring baseline might inflate

deviant behaviors. During intervention, expressions of disapprol,a1 or
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caution by the observer might reduce the subject's deviant rate. These

biasing effects may be systematic and confounding.

Although few studies have systematically assessed the effects of ob-

server bias in the natural setting, many field investigators have taken note

of the expectancy phenomenon, and have included procedures to minimize

its effect. One such technique is to mask changes in experimental conditions

(e.g., Thomas, Becker, & Armstrong, 1968). Another is to keep observers

unaware of a'signment of subjects to various treatment or control conditions

(e.g., O'Conner, 1969). The addition of new observers in the last phase

of a study who are naive to previous manipulations is another approach (e.g.,

Bolstad f Johnson, 1972).

Three studies in the natural setting shed further light on expectancy

effects with naturalistic observational procedures. Rapp (1966) had eight

pairs of untrained observers describe a child in a nursery school for a

period of one minute. One member of each observer pair was subtly informed

that the child under observation was feeling "under par" that day and the

other that the child was "above par." In fact, all eight children showed

no such behaviors. Seen of the eight pairs of observers evidenced signi-

ficant discrepancies between partners in their description of the nursery

children in the direction of their respective expectations. Both recording

errors and expectancy effects on the subjects' behavior may have contrib-

uted to this demonstration of observer bias.

A second study by Azrin et al. (1961) employed untrained undergraduate

observers who were asked to count opinion statements of adults when they

spoke to them. The observations of those who had been exposed to an

operant interpretation of the verbal conditioning phenomenon under study

were the exact opposite of those given a psychodynamic interpretation,
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Again, both the expectancy effects of the observer on the subject and re-

cording errors may have accounted for the observer bias. Post experimental

inquiries by an accomplice student revealed that recording errors were the

main factor. The accomplice learned that 12 of the 19 undergraduates

questioned intentionally fabricated their data to meet their expectations.

A third study by Scott, Burton and Yarrow (1967) allows a comparison

between the simultaneous observations of hypothesis informed (Scott her-

self) and uninformed observers. The observers coded behavior into positive

and negative acts from an audio-tape recording of the targeted child and

his peers. The informed observer's data differed significantly from the

others' in the direction of the experimenters' hypothesis.

These three studies strongly suggest that data collected by relatively

untrained cbservers are influenced by observer expectations. Do these

findings generalize to the observations of professional observers who are

highly trained in the use of sophisticated multivariate behavior codes?

As indicated earlier, the amount of available research which directly per-

tains to this question is limited and somewhat equivocal.

Kass and C'Leary (1970) conducted the first systematic attempt to

manipulate observer expectations in a simulated field-experimental situation.

Three groups of female undergraduates observed ideTtical videotaped record-

ings of two disruptive children in a simulated classroom. The observers

were trained in nine category codes of disruptive behavior. Group I was

then given the expectation that soft reprimands from t!'e teacher would in-

crease the rate of disruptive behavior. Group II was told that soft repri-

mands would decrease disruptive behavior. And, Group III was given no ex-

pectation at all about the effects of soft reprimands. Rationales were
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given each group explaining the reasons for each specific expo Fation. The

effects of these expectations were assessed by having the observers watch

four days of baseline and five days of treatment data. The interaction

between the mean rate of disruptive behavior in the three conditions and

the two treatment conditions was significant at the .005 level, indicating

the presence of observer bias. Ronald Kent (1972) has

suggested that these reported effects of expectation bias were confounded

with observer drift in the accuracy of recording. When different groups of

raters, who are interreliable within groups, fail to frequently compute

agreement between groups, they may "drift" apart in their application of

the behavioral code. However, it should be noted that when this drift,

comprised of recording errors, is alligned asymmetrically in the direction

of the expectation, then the drift is, by definition, observer bias.

Skindrud (1972) attempted to replicate the findings of Kass and O'Leary

(1970). Observers were divided into three groups, each group given a different

expectation about video-taped family intractions. The first group was

given the expectation that when the father was absent there would be more

child deviant behaviors than when the faLhel. was present. A second group

was given the opposite expectation. Appropriate rationales were provided

for each of these two groups. An additional control group was added with

no expectations provided regarding father- pcesent or father-absent tapes.

All observers were checked at the end of training on the rates of deviant

behaviors they recorded and subsequently matched on this variable when

assigned to conditions. Throughout the study, observer agreement data was

collected randomly. During training, reliability was checked daily, and the

average observer agreement prior to the beginning of the manipulation was 64%.

The results of the study gave no evidence for observer bias. There were no
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significant differences between groups and no significant interaction effects.

There was little drift in the accuracy with which the cock wa used. Se-

quential reliabilities were computed for the increase, decrease, and control

groups with average observer accuracy of 58.5%, 57.6%, and 58.4%, respec-

tively. These accuracy figures were computed by comparisons with pre-

viously coded criterion protocols, The relatively small and r-p:zistent

decline in accuracy is consistent with the failure to find bi,1 .

A similar unsuccessful attempt to leplicate Kass and O'Leary (1970)

was reported by Kent (1972). Kent round that knowledge of predicLed results

was not sufficient to produce an observer 1.1as effect. However, when

the experimenter reacted positively to data which was consistent with the

given predictions and negatively to nc-nsi,tcht data, a significant ob-

server bias effect was obtained.

The available literature dealing with oh ;erver bias in naturalistic

observation is both sparse and contradictory. Furthermore, the few studies

available have focused exclusively on only one source of observer bias,

namely, recording errors or errors of apprehension. Thus far, no one has

systematically investigated the effects of the observer's expectancies on

the subjects' behavior. In the three studies reported above, all observa-

tions were made from video-taped recordings. There were no opportunities

for the observers to communicate her .xpectancies to their subjects.

Yet, in most studies employing naturalistic observational procedures,

observers do have that opportunity.

An important study which needs to be conducted is one which examines

the observer's expectancy effects on the subject. First, it would be

interesting to determine if observers could nonveroally communicate their
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expectancies to subjects such that the subject's behavior changes in the

direction of the expectancy. The next step, of course, would be to repli-

cate this same design without specifically asking observers to attempt to

influence subjects, but merely to give them an expectation.

Perhaps the most important test of observer bias effects will be the

one which combines recording errors and effects of observer expectancy on

subjects in the naturalistic setting. One can question the generalizability

of highly controlled laboratory studies to live observations and to research

projects in which the observers are more invested in the outcome of the

research. The generalizability of s udi.-s which employ only taped versions

of a subject's behavior is further limited by excluding the possible effects

of an observer's expectancy on his subjcct's behavior.

Another variable which seems crucial to olx,erver bias in the natural-

istic setting is the observer's re,porr;iveness to admonitions to remain

scientific, objective, and 'mpartial in the collection of data. Rosenthal

(1966) stresses the importance of the experimenter-observer's identification

with scizuice and objectivity. He cites evidence suggesting that graduate

students obtain less biased data than uLiergraduates and interprets this

difference as a function of identification with science. Perhaps observers

who are repeatedly reminded to be impartial might be less susceptible to the

influence of biasing information than observers not given these admonitions.

A dimension which seems important in considering observer bias is the

specificity of the code. In most of the Rosenthal literature, the dependent

variable is scaled between such global poles as success and failure. In-

tuitively, it seems logical that the more ambiguous the dependent measure,

the greater the possibility for bias. A multivariate coding system, with
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well-defined behavioral codes might be expected to restrict interpretive

bias. This is an empirical question worthy of examination.

Another variable which might greatly affect observer bias is observer

agreement. The greater the observer agreement, the less likely is observer

bias, even among observers with the same expectancy.

Until more information is available on observer bias effects in natural-

istic observation, it seems very critical to do everything possible to mini-

mize the potential for these effects. Whenever possible, observers should not

have access to information that may give rise to confounding consequences

and encouraged to reveal the nature and source of any information they do

receive. In our research, we are currently observing both families in

clinical treatment and "normal" or noi'treated families. Knowledge of a

family's status might seriously affect the ooserver's data. Also, knowledge

about treatment stages (baseline, mid-treatment, post-treatment, and follow-

up) might effect the observers' data. After each observation, it is our

policy to have observers fill out a questionnaie concerning the nature and

source of any biasing information. Thus far, of 75 observations of referred

families, observers have considered themselves informed only 36% of the time.

And, in all of these cases, their information was correct. This information

usually comes from a member of the family being observed (56%). Other sources

of information include information leaks from the therapists (fl%), the

Child Study Center Clinic generally (16%), and other sources (16%). Of the

observer considering themselves informed as to the clinic vs. "normal"

status of the families, 29% also considered themselves informed as to treat-

ment stage, but only two-thirds of these observers were correct in their

discrimination. In only 20% of the cases did the observer actually know
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the status of the case (i.e., clinic vs. normal) and the treatment stage

(baseline vs. after baseline). Of the observers considering themselves

completely uninformed of the families' status, their guessing rate (clinical

or "normal") barely exceeded chance at 51%. Their guesses as to the four

stages of treatment were 36% correct and 80% correct on the discrimination

between baseline and after baseline.

Of the "normal" families seen, observers hLvs considered themselves

informed as to family status only 17% of the time. However, in only 45% of

these cases were the observers actually correct in making the discrimination.

In the uninformed observations, however, observers were able to guess the

family's status correctly 75% of the time.

Not only are these questionnaire': beneficial in gauging the amount of

potentially biasing information that observer: discover, but they are help-

ful in two other ways as well. First, b, rt fealing sources of information

leakage, steps can be made to eliminate these sources. Second, question-

naires, given after each family is observed, serve as a regular reminder

for the importance of unbiased, objective recording of behavior.

It is difficult to make any firm conclusions about the presence or

absence of observer bias in naturalistic observation. Clearly, more research

is needed on this question. However, it should also be clear that the poten-

tially confounding influence of observer bias cannot be ignored and that

steps can and should be taken to minimize its possible effect.

The Issue of Reactivity in Naturalistic Observation

In the previous section, we have considered the effects of an observer's

bias in naturalistic observation. In this section, we will discuss the

effect of toe observer's presence on the subjects being observed. Whereas

observer bias can potentially invalidate comparisons by confounding in-

fluences, the reactive effects to being observed primarily constitute a
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threat to the generalizability of the findings. That is, subjects' observed

behavior in the natural setting may not generalize to their unobserved

behavior. Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest (1966) have defined reac-

tivity in terms of measurement procedures which influence and thereby

change the behavior of the subject. Weick (1968) has also referred to

reactivity as "interference" or the intrusiveness of the observer himself

upon the behavior being observed. Clearly, situations which are highly

reactive in terms of "observer effects" are not likely to be generalizable

to situations in which such effect:, arc ab:ent.

Reactive effects have been studed 4ich two basic paradigm;: a) by

the study of behavioral stability ,yver time and b) by comparison of the

effects of various levels of obtrusiveness he observation procedure.

In employing the first method, inve bay, typically examined be-

havioral data for change over time in the median level and variance of the

dependent variable. In general, it has been assumed that change reflects

initial reactivity and progressive adaptation to being observed. This inter-

pretation is particularly persuasive if thcre is an obvious stability in

the data after some initial period of chan c or high variability, While

this is a viable way of checking for react i,qty effects, it is a highly

indirect method and relies on assumptions concerning the causes of observed

change. It is obvious that other processes, could account for such change.

Furthermore, the lack of change certainly does not indicate a lack of reactive

effects. The second method, comparing obtrusive levels of observation,

appears less inferential than the first method. The problem with this method

is that it only provides a picture of relative degrees of reactivity between

obtrusiveness levels; it does not provide a measure of the degree of reac-

tivity relative to the true, unobserved behavior. However, this problem can
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be remedied if one of the observational treatments in the comparison is

totally unobtrusive or concealed.

To what extent does reactivity occur in naturalistic observation? The

literature addressing this question is commonly reported in reviews to be

contradictory (Wiggins, 1970; Weick, 1968; Patterson & Harris, 1968).

Several studies have been cited as providing evidence for the position that

reactive effects may be quite minimal. Others have been cited which suggest

that reactive effects are quite pronounced. The purpose of this review is

to: a) reconsider the contradictions in the literature on reactivity, b)

tease out those factors which seem to account for reactivity, and c) pro-

pose further investigations which isolate these factors.

In a number of reviews on reactivity, several studies have been con-

sistently cited which support the position that reactivity does not consti-

tute a major threat to generalizability. One study frequently cited is the

timely investigation of a Midwest community by Barker and Wright (1955).

In this admirable study, careful naturalistic observations were made of

children under ten years of age and their daily interactions with peers

and parents. The authors assumed that reactive effects were short lived

and that the adults and other members of the families quickly habituated

to the presence of the observers. In addition, it was reported that,

with the younger subjects in the sample, reactive effects were s:ight.

However, these findings should be interpreted with much caution. What

is easily lost sight of in the summaries of this work is that the observers

in this study were free to interact with the subjects in a friendly but

nondirective manner. In fact, the basis for the authors' conclusion

that reactive effects were not pronounced was the
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finding that "only" 20, of the children's behavioral interactin, were with

the observer. Allowing the clsery to interact with the subject mu:t

certainly have increased the intruiveness of the observer and provi led the

opportunity for the observer to influence the subject's behavior. The

authors' other conclusion that reactivity, as measured by frequency of inter-

actions, positively cortelated with age is also suspect in tnat children

below the age of five were not always informed that they were being observed,

whereas children above this age were.

Another study commonly cited in support of the minimal reactivity

position is that of Bales (1c.50). En this controlled laboratory investigation,

the behavior of a discus:, ion group was not found to be changed by three

levels of observer conspicuout,ness. This finding, however, may be limited to

the laboratory setting.

Two additional studio`,, 1 ;Ey Hentieh.-d v :upportive of th mini-

mal reactivity argument, madf 11- 01 raOio tr,h:aitter recording in l!le

naturalistic environment. '0Ain and John (1qh3) had a married couple wear

a transmitter the entire time they were on i two-week vacation. Purcell

and Brady (1965) outfitted adolescents in a treatment center with a similar

recording device for one hour a day. When the prf)tocols in both studies were

examined for the frequency of comments aboul being observed or listened to,

it was found that such referencer; declined to a zero level either during the

first or second day of recording, This, is hot to say, of course, that these

subjects were not still aware of, and affected by, the recording device; the

results only indicate that the subjects talked about the device less after

the first day.

A recent investigation by Martin, Geifand, rid Hartmann (1971) can

also be interpreted as providing evidence for low levels of reactivity to
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observation. This study involved 100 elemntary :.oho )1 children, ve, 7.

Equal numbers of male and female su:.jects were a:-;igned to five of

conditions following expo;ure to an aggressive model: a) observer ab:ent,

b) female adult observer present, c) male adult dbserver present, d)

female peer observer present, and e) male peer observer present. During

the free-play session, the subjects' aggro;ive Lehavior wa:-: recorded by

observers behind a one-way mirror. No s;,nificant differences in aressive

behaviors were obtained between tit( observer-present and observer-absent

conditions. The absence of differences between these two levels of o:Aru-

siveness in observation suggests little nl' no reactivity to the presence of

an observer. Within the ohf,erver-i:.ent how(vor, ;# :ound

that peer observers significantly iacilitaled imitative aggrelsive reTonding

in both boys and girls compared to ,i(iult o.cerverL,, Rlso, there wa, nose

imitative aggression when the observer was the same sex as the subject. The

girls, but not the Loys, showed significant increa,.es in aggcensive output

over time wher the observer was present but not when the observer was absent.

This latter finding suggests that girls maLifest initial reactivity to

the presence of an observer but later habituate to the observer's presence.

It is interesting that both paradign for measuring reactivity were used in

this investigation and that each method supports different conclusions about

the degree of reactivity. In considering the generalizability of these

findings to naturalistic observation procedures, it should be noted that

observers in this study were instructed to not pay attention to the subjects

and were either seated facing away from the subjects (adult observers) or

given a coloring task to complete (peer observers). With naturalistic ob-

servation, procedures, on the other hand, observers typically pay very close

attention to their subjects.
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A more s-Thisiticatel study ..,111:.trating :onstderahle reactive

is that of Poberts end Renzaglia (1Q65). In this study, eight therap,

saw two "clients" (students solicite i from an introductory psychology cour. e)

for three sessions. The three conditions wore: kith a tape reco:-ler in

the room, b) microphone only, c) with a ccncepled microphone and a eo,cealed

recorder. While no differ( noes were found as to the number of minute: that

subjects talked in each condition, it was found that the clients made more

favorable self-references when they knew they wore being recorded (o:iditions

a and b, and more unfavorable self-references when they did not realle

they were being recorded (condition c). While the reneralizabil/ty of this

study is limited by the small n and ,:tructured situation employed, it ios

provide evidence for reactivity effects.

The Pechtel (1967) study has o been pr,sented in roview,, as toffy

demonstratini,; considerabl 1's,c1,t studit-J, the mov(T,ents

of people in an art mtn,un with an automated relwdtur device, called in

hodometer. In one condition, subj 1'1 were reitio:ed to go through the art

exhibit in one room and rank the prints ac:ording tL preference. Anotner

group was given the same instruction:i and also idr:ormed t1"tt they were being

observed. For the first group, subjects w2re found to leave_ the room with

an average latency of 313 seconds, c:overing an averare c, r-efi of 76 square feet.

The second group left after 220 seconds and covered only 58 square feet.

Bechtel concludes that being observed constituted an ave-sive situation which

led to escaping the room faster. No statistics were provided to determine

whether or not the reported averages were significantly different, nor were

the number of subjects in each condition reported. Unfprtunately, this kind

of study does not provide any information about Itilidation effects, since

subjects were allowed to leave the setting.
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ment. This article is the only study available which was designed specifi-

cally to manipulate and measure observer effects in the homes of the

families observed. In this study, data obtained from mothers on their own

families were compared with the data on the same family collected by an

outside observer. There were three conditions, with five families per

condition: a) mothers collected the first five ten-minute sessions of

observational data and an outside observer collected the second five sessions

of data on the child and father only (M-0), b) the observer collected all

ten sessions as a test for habituation effects (0-0), and c) the mothers

collected all ten sessions as a control for habituation effects (M-M), :he

dependent variables were the rates of total behaviors and the rate of deviant

behaviors. P. problem in the research design of this study should be noted.

The mother was present in the family as a participant in the second condition

(0-0) and the second half of condition a (M-0), but was not a participant

when she was an observer in condition c and the first half of condition a.

These comparisons are confounded by mother presence and absence. In spite

of this confound, which would probably bias in favor of showing group dif-

ferences, no main effects for groups were found in analysis of variance for

either the rate of total interactions or deviant behaviors. Thus, on the

initially selected dependent variables, no reactive eff,?cts were apparent.

Patterson and Harris also divided their groups into high and low rate

interactors on the basis of the first five sessions. On the frequency of

total interactions measure, high rate interactors in the first five sessions

showed significant reductions in rate during the last five sessions. The

authors describe this decline as a "structuring effect" in that the subjects

appeared to program some activity together in the first five sessions.
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Conversely, the low rate interactors in the first five sessions showed slight

increwes in rates during the last five sessions. The author: describe this

transition as an habit,.ation effect in that subjects initially involved

themselves in solitary activities or attempted to escape the observational

situation but later adjusted to it and interacted more. In general, there

were no changes in deviant behavior from the first set of five observations

to the last set of five. The only significant finding was that subjects who

displayed low rates of deviant behavior in the first five sessions (under

the M-0 condition) increased their rate in the last five sessions. However,

it is possible that the mothers were recording less deviant behaviors and

more positive behaviors in the fir.;t five sessions than were the observers

in the second five sessions, thus contri'uting differentially to main trials

effects. An observational study by Rosenthal (1966) supports such a thesis.

He found that parents tended to code mor. pc-itive changes in their children

than were actually present. And, Peine (1:70) found that parents were less

observant of their children's deviant behaviors than were nonparent observers.

Patterson and Harris conclude that "generalization about 'observer

effects' should probably be limited to special classes of behavior " (p. 16).

A more recent study by Patterson and Cobb (1971) analyzed the stauility of

each of the 29 behavior codes used in their coding system. If it is assumed

that individuals adapt to the presence of an observer over time, then a

repeated measures analysis of variance should reveal differences in the mean

level of various behaviors. Patterson and Cobb analyzed data for 31 children

from problem and nonproblem families over seven baseline sessions. None

of the changes in mean level for the codes produced a significant effect

over time. The investigators conclude that the observation data were

575
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fairly stable for most code categories. It is possible, of course, that had

observations continued over a longer period of time, significant changes in

mean level for some behaviors would have been discovered. Given that fam-

ilies were rarely observed on consecutive days by the same observer, it is

possible that different observers could have resensitized the families each

day, thereby extending the period required for adaptation.

In summary, there are a few well-designed studies which have discovered

reactive effects (e.g., Roberts and Renzaglia, 1965; Bechtel, 1967; White,

1972), but there are several others where the meaning of the results is

unclear. There can be little doubt that the entire question has been in-

adequately researched. Any general conclusions about the extent of reac-

tivity in naturalistic observation would seem premature at this time.

As White (1972) points out, the finding of reactive effects seems to

depend on many factors, including the setting (e.g., home, school, labor-

atory), the length of observation, and the constraints placed on subjects

by the conditions of observation (e.g., no television during observations,

remain within two adjacent rooms, etc.). Furthermore, it should be realized

that reactivity may or may not be discovered depending upon what paradigm of

measurement is used (e.g., Patterson & Harris, 1968; Martin et al., 1971)

and what variables are analyzed as dependent variables (e.g., Roberts &

Renzaglia, 1965; White, 1972). Unless these factors are controlled for in

comparing experiments on reactivity, both contradictions and col.sistencies

as to the relative presence or absence of reactivity may falsely appear.

Assuming that reactivity to being observed in naturalistic settings

does occur, even if only to some minimal degree, the critical task is to

localize the sources of interference so that they can be dealt with more
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directly. Four such sources will be discussed and experiments will be pro-

posed to measure the extent of their instrusiveness.

Factor 1: Conspicuousness of the Observer

The literature points to the level of conspicuousness or intrusiveness

of the observer as an important factor contributing to reactivity. Pre-

sumably, the more novel uld conspicuous the agent of observation, the more

distracting are the effects upon the individuals being observed. It would

also follow that longer habituation periods would be required for more dis-

tracting observational agents in order to achieve stability of data.

Bernal, Gibson, William, and Pesses (1971) compared two observation

procedures which would presumably vary on obtrusiveness. These investigators

compared data collected by an observer with that collected by means of an

audio tape recorder which was switched on by an automatic timing device. The

family members involved in this study were aware of the presence of the

recorder but were unaware of the exact -Um-2 of its operation. The primary

purpose of this study was to explore the feasibility of the audio tape

method and to explore the relationship of data collected by the two methods

rather than to study reactivity per se. The results indicated that, during

the same time interval, there was a high relationship between the mother's

command rate as coded by the observer and from the tape (r = .86) but that

the observer coded more commands. Similar results were obtained when the

observer's data was compared with data based on coding of the audio tapes

from different time intervals. The questi-n arises as to how much of this

latter discrepancy was due to differences in levels of reactivity and how

much was due to differences associated with the source of coding. The

authors point out, for example, that the observer could code gestural
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commands while the coder using the tape could not. Since the discrepancies

at the same time and at different times were of the same general order of

magnitude, it is likely that most of the observed difference across time

was due to the material on which coding was based rather than to differences

in subject reactivity. To study the impact of reactivity effects separately,

one might design such a study so that the same stimulus materials would be

used for coding.

We are currently completing a study on reactivity which employs this

strategy to compare reactivity associated with an observer present in the

home carrying a tape recorder vs. the tape recorder alone. This study

involves six days of observation for 45 minutes per day with single-child

families. The two conditions are alternated so that the observer is present

one evening and not present the next. The observer is actually a "bogus"

observer. All behavioral coding is done on the basis of the tapes. It is

our suspicion that reactivity to the tape recorder will be short lived and

minimal compared to the reactivity associated with the observer present.

If these hypotheses are substantiated in this and other research,

alternatives to having an observer present in the home should be explored.

One solution to be seriously considered would be extended use of portable

video or audio tape recording equipment. These recording devices could

remain in the homes over an extended observation period to facilitate habi-

tuation effects. In addition, the devices could be preprogrammed to turn

on and off at different times during the day so that the observed would not

know when they are in operation (as in Bernal et al., 1971). This solution,

which would, of course, require full knowledge and consent of the parties

involved, appears to be a promising one for attenuating reactivity effects

as well as solving problems of observer bias.

sf
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Factor 2: Individual Differences of the Subjects

Some people might be expected to manifest more reactivity to the presence

of an observer than others. A "personality" variable such as guardedness

might be correlated with degree of reactivity. For example, scores on the K

scale of the MMPI (or other comparable tests) might be related to the effects

of being observed in a natural setting.

The literature also suggests that, age is correlated with reactivity.

Several authors (Barker & Wright, 1955; Polansky et al., 1949) have sugbested

that younger children are less self-conscious and thereby less subject to

reactive effects than older children. The Martin et al. (1971) study also

suggests that sex might be an important factor accounting for different

levels of reactivity. Experiments are needed which compare these individual

difference variables in the natural setting with naturalistic observation

procedures.

Factor Personal Attributes f the Observer

Evidence from semi-structured interviews suggests that reactive effects

may also be contributed by the unique attrioutes of the observer. Different

attributes of the observer may elicit different roles on the part of the

subject, depending upon what might be appropriate given the observer's attri-

bute. Rosenthal (1966) reports several such attributes that have been

demonstrated to yield differential effects, including the age of the Observer,
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sex, race, socio-economic class, and the observer's professional statw; (i.e.,

undergraduate observer vs. Ph.D. therapist). Martin et al. (1971) also dis-

covered that both the factors of age and sex of the observer had differential

effects on the subjects being observed. Varying any of these dimensions

parametrically would be relatively simple in investigating this problem in

the natural setting.

Factor 4: Rationale for Observation

Another factor that may be important in accounting for reactivity is

the amount of rationale given subjects for being observed. Whereas the

Bales (1950) study found no differential reactivity of three levels of ob-

server conspicuousness in a group-discussion setting, Smith (1957) found that

nonparticipant observers aroused hostility and uncertainty among partici-

pating group members. Weick (1968) suggests that this discrepency may have

been a function of different amounts of rationale for the presence of an

observer. We hypothesize that a thorough rationale for being observed might

be expected to reduce guardedness, anxiety, etc., and thereby reduce the

reactivity.

Observer reactivity is a problem that cannot be easily dismissed for

naturalistic observation. There is sufficient evidence to suggest that ob-

server reactivity can seriously limit the generali..ability of naturalistic

observation data. Clearly, factors accounting for reactivity need to be

investigated and solutions derived to minimze the effects of the observer

on the observed. In the next section, we will describe how reactivity, in

addition to posing a problem for generalizability, can also interact with

and confound the dependent variable.
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Observee

Demand Characteristics, Response Sets and Fakability

Reactivity to observation will always be a problem for naturalistic

research, but it would be a relatively manageable one if we could assume it

to be a relatively constant, noninteractive effect. That is, if we knew

that the presence of an observer reliably reduced activity level or deviant

behavior by 30%, for example, the problem would not be too damaging to

research investigations involving groups of subjects. But, what if the

observee's reactivity to being observed interacts with the dependent variable

under study.

Let us take the example of a treitmcnt study on deviant children in which

observations are taken prior to and after treatment. Prior to treatment, the

appropriate thing for involved parent; or ceachers to do is to make their

referred child appear to be 6eviant in ord,r to justify treatment. The

appropriate response at the end of treatment, on the other hand, is to make

the child appear improved in order to just fy the termination, please the

therapist, etc. These are the demand characteristics of the situation. In

this case, the reactivity to being observeu is not constant or unidirectional,

but interacts with and confounds the dependent variable. It is possible that

any improvement we see in the children's b(navior is simply the result of

differential reactivity as a consequence of the demand characteristics of the

situation. Now, let us suppose we employ wait list control group and

collect observational data twice before beginning treatment and at the same

interval as used for the treated group. This procedure provides an excellent

pretest-post-test control for our treated group. But, what of the demand

characteristics of this procedure? On the first assessment, the involved
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parents or teachers will probably behave in the same general way as their

counterparts in the treated group, but by the second observation they may

be more desperate for help and even more concerned to present their child

as highly deviant. Thus, simply as a result of the demand characteristics

involved, we might expect our treatment group to show improvement while the

control groups would show some deterioration.

We also may wish to compare our referred children with children who

are presumably "normal" or at least not referred for psychological treatment.

Once again, however, we might anticipate that parents recruited for "norma-

tive" research on "typical" families would be more inclined than our parents

of referred children to present their wards as nondeviant or gnod. In

other words, a response set of social desirability could bn operative with

this sample making them less directly comparable to the referred sample.

These arguments would, of course, be even more persuasive if we were

dealing with the observed behavior of the adults themselves. The foregoing

observations on children assume, however, that the involved adults are

capable of influencing children to app-ar relatively "deviant" or "normal"

if they wish to do so (`..e., that observational data on children is poten-

tially fakable by adult manipulation).

We have just completed a study (Johnson & Lobitz, 1972) which was

directed at testing this assumption. Twelve sets of parents with four- or

five-year-old children were instructed to do everything in their power to

make their children look "bad" or "deviant" on three days of a six-day home

observation and to make their children look "good" or "nondeviant" on the

remaining three days. Parents alternated from "good" to "bad" days in a

counterbalanced design.
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Four predictions were made regarding the behavior of both children

and parents. During the "fake bad" periods, it was anticipated that,

relative to the "fake good" periods, there would be:

a) more deviant child behaviors,

b) a lower ratio of compliance to parental commands,

c) more "negative" responses on the part of parents, and

d) more parental commands.

Predictions a, c, and d were confirmed at or beyond the .01 level of

confidence. Only the child's compliance ratio failed to be responsive to

the manipulation. It will be recalled from the section on reliability that

this statistic is by far the least reliable and thus the least sensitive

(statistically) to manipulation. These results which demonstrate the

fakability of naturalistic behavioral data indicate that this kind of data

may potentially be confounded by demand characteristics and/or response sets.

We are aware of only one other study involving naturalistic observation

which helps demonstrate this problem (Horton, Larson, & Maser, 1972). This

study involved one teacher who was under tbe instruction of a "master"

teacher for the purpose of raising her classroom approval behavior. She was

observed, without her knowleage, by students in the class. The results

clearly showed that her approval behavior was at a much higher rate when

she was being observed by the "master" teacher than when she was not being

observed. Generalization from overtly observed periods to periods of

covert observation was very minimal indeed. More generalization was found

when the "master" teacher's presence in the classroom was put on a more

random schedule. This study is not completely analogous to most naturalistic

research because, in this case, the observer and trainer were the same person
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and the study is limited in generalizability because of the N = 1 desir,n,

Yet, in most cases, the observed are aware that the collected observational

data will be seen by the involved therapist, teacher, or researcher, and

if the problem exists for one subject, it is a potential problem for all

subjects. Observee bias is really a special case of subject reactivity to

observation. Thus, the potential solutions outlined in the previous section

apply here as well. In general, we suspect that observation procedures which

are relatively unobtrusive and which allow for relatively long periods of

adaptation will yield less reactivity and observee bias.

Validity of Naturalistic Behavioral Data

Just as behaviorists have ignored the requirement of classical reli-

ability in their data, they rave also neglected to give any systematic

attention to the concept of validity. Most research investigations in the

behavior modification literature which have employed observational methods

have relied on behavior sampling in only ore narrowly circumscribed situ-

ation with no evidence that the observed behavior was representative of the

subject's action in other stimulus sitLations. In addition, behaviorists

have largely failed to show that the obtained scores on behavioral dimensions

bear any relationship to scores obtained or the same dimensions by different

measurement procedures. This fact calls into serious question the validity

of any of this research where the purpose has been to generalize beyond the

peculiar circumstances of the narrowly defi,led assessment situation. Of

course, the methodological problems wr. ai,ve presented thus far all pose

threats to the validity of the behavioral scores obtained. But, we would

argue that even if all these problems could somehow be magically solved, the

requirement for some form of convergent validity would still be essential.
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As with reliability , there aro many different methods of validation, but as

Campbell and Fiske (1959) point our

Validation is typically conve..r,ent; a confirmation by independent
measurement procedures. Independence of methods is a common
denominator among the major types of validity (excepting content
validity) insofar as they arc to be distinguished from reliabil-
ity. . . . Reliability is the agreement between two ffn -ts to

measure the same trait through maximally similar methods. Val-
idity is represented in the agreement between two attempts to
measure the same trait through maxim-ally different methL.ds.

Thus, convergent validity is established when two dissimilar methods of

measuring the same variable yield similar or correlated result;. Predictive

validity is established when the measure of d behavioral dimen ion correlates

with a criterion established by a dissimilar measurement instr:ment.

with only a few exceptions, behaviorists have restricted 'nemselves to

face or content validity. And, of course, it must be admitted that the

face validity of narrowly-derined behivioral variables is often quite t,01--

suasive. This is particularly true in ca:-;(., where the behavioral dimen;ion

under study has very narrow breadth or "bank' wiJth." After all, i behavior-

ist might argue , what can be a more valid leasure (:1 the rate 01 a child's

hitting in the classroom than a straight-forward, accurate count of that

hitting. While this argument is persuasive, two counter arguments must be

considered. First, because of all of the methodolw,ical problems which we

have presented thus far, we can never be certain that the observed rates

during a limited observation period are completely valid or generalizable

even to very similar stimulus stivations. While many of the problems we

have outlined can be solved and othersattenaated, it is unlikely that all

will ever be completely eliminated. Second, is it not still of consequence

to know whether our behavior rate estimates have any relationship to other

important and logically related external variables? Is it not important,

66-
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for example, to know whether or not the teacher and classmates, of an '''erved

high-rate hitter perceive this child as a hitter? It does seem important to

us, particularly for practical clinical purposes, since we know that people's

perceptions of others' behavior often have more to do with the way they

treat them than does the subject's actual behavior. Thr need for establish-

ing some form of convergent validation becomes even more profound as the

behavioral dimensions we deal with increase in band width. As we begin to

talk about such broad categories as appropriate vs. inappropriate behavior

(e.g., Gelfand, Gelfand, & Dobson, 1967), deviant nondeviant behaviors

in children (e.g., Patterson, Ray, f, Shaw, 1969; Johnson et al., 1972), or

friendly vs. unfriendly behaviors (e.r., Raush, 1965), we are labeling

broader behavioral dimensions. At this level, we are dealing with constructs,

whether we lake to admit it or not, and the importance of establishing the

validity of these constructs becomes crucii. In most cases, these broad

behavior categories have been made up of a collection of more discrete be-

havior categories and, in general, the investigators involved have simply

divided behaviors into appropriate-inappropriate or deviant nondeviant on a

purely a priori basis. While the categorization:: often make a good deal of

sense (i.e., have face validity), this hardly seems a completely s. sfactory

procedure for the development of a science behavior.

We have had to face this proolem in our own research, where we have

sought to combine the observed rates of certain coded behaviors and come up

with scores reflecting certain behavioral dimensions. The most central

dimension in this research has been the "total deviant behavior score" to

which we have repeatedly referred in this chapter. Lec us outline here the

procedures we have used to explore the validity of this score. Although
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we had a pretty good idea of whit :, r,iln behavior:, would be vi,-wed a- "deviant"

or "bad" in this culturr - we altcmrtod to enhonce the consensual face valid-

ity of this score by asking parerts of tAe "normal" children we observeq to

rate the relative deviancy of each o' the codes ve use in our research. Thus,

in our sample of 33 families of tour- and five-year-old children, we asked

each parent to read a simplified v,rsion of our coding manual and charac-

terize each behavior on a three-point ,;cdle fr'm "clearly deviant" to "clearly

nondeviant and pleasing." We estallished an athitrary cut-off score and

characterized any behavior above this cut-off as deviant. This resulted in a

list ,f 15 deviant behavior: out of a tot of 35 'odes. Tn' secono ':ep in

validating this score and our inplicit ant- nondeviant dimension wa

presented in a study by Adkin.-- J1, Tohn',(A ln7z). IN,- hod alre,:dy

our 35 code_ into positive, - n'htnal con.iequence',. Thi' clto-

gorization was done on a pur?ly a Lri:ri 1 ?Si:: with o little help from the

data provided by Patterson W'Id COLA, 0,971) ,n tne i motion of ',ome of these

codes for eliciting and maintaining enilOr n's 1-ehavior. We reasoned that

b-haviors which parents viewed as more dev an won]] receive relatively

more negative consequences than ,mold behaiors iewed as less deviant. To

test this hypothesis, rank ordere,4 ech behavior, fies by tl

mean parental verbal report :core ob'_ained and second by the mean proportion

of negative consequences the behavior L'eceived from family members. The

results of this procedure are prebcated in Table 1. Not all 35 behaviors are

Insert Table 1 about h-)re

included in this analysis, but the com'lex reasons for this outcome can more

parsimoniously be explained in a footnote.
5

In any case, the Spearman

Rank Order Correlation between the two methods of characterizing behaviors

6,7

a
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on the deviant-nonde-dant dimension was .73. This was an encouraging finding,

but we noticed that the most dramatic exceptions to a more perfect agreement

between the two methods involved the reasonable comiand codes (command

positive, and command negative). These codes are used when the child reason-

ably asks someone to do something (positive commanu) or not to do something

(negative command). Naturally, most parents felt that these innocuous re-

sponses were nondevi.ant. But, behaviorally, people don't always do what they

are asked to by a four- or five-year-old child, and since noncompliance

was coded as a negative consequence, it seemed that this artifact of our

characterization might have artificially lowered this coefficient. By elim-

inating these two command categories from the calculation, the correlation

coefficient was raised to .81.

The third piece of evidence for the validity of the devi.nt

score comes from the Johnson and Lobitz (1'72) study already reviewe(:

the previous section. In this study, parents were asked to make their child-

ren look "good" and "nondeviant" for half of the observations and "bad" or

"deviant" on the other half. They were nor told how 4-4o accomplish this, nor

were they told what behaviors were considered "bad" or "deviant." The fact

that the deviant behavior score was consistmtly and significantly higher

on the "bad" days lends further evidence fcr the construct validity of the

score.

While evidence for the convergent or p'edictive validity of behavioral

data is difficult to find in the literature, there are some encouraging

exceptions to this general lack of data. Patterson and F:Ad (1971), for

example, found an average correlation of .63 (p < .05) between parents' ob-

servations of their children's low rate referral symptoms on a given day and
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the trained observer's tally of tai i A deviant i.ehaviors on that day.

Several studies have found significant relationship- between behavioral

ratings of children in the classroom and academic achievement (Eeyers, Attwell,

& Orpet, 1968; D'Heurle, Millinger, & Haggard, 195'1; Hughes, 1968). The

data base of these studies is somewnat different :rom that currently emplo ed

by most behaviorists because they involve ratings by observers on relatively

broad dimensions, as opposed to behavior rate counts. For example, dimensions

used in these studies included "coping strength," defined as ability to attend

to reading tests while being subjected to delayed auditory feedback (Hughes,

1968), or "persistence," defined ". . uses time constructively and to

good purpose; stays with work until finished" WHeurie,

1959). Nevertheless, these studi=7. ''emo%stratr potental fen- te;-.avior

observation data to provide evidence of predictive validity. Two

;tudie% (Cobb, 1969; Lahaderne, 1,,9, yi !Id similar predictive validit.

findings based on behavioral rate ]:te. Linaderae (1966) found that a,tending

behavior as observed over a -.-wo-m ntl frovided correlations ran7inr

from .39 to .51 with various stand,ird test: ef achieveent. Even wit:: intel-

ligence level controlled, sifoific,-int corr,lation:- between at-entive :ehavior

and achievement were found. Cobb (1209) c; rained similar results in corre-

lating various behavior rate scores w alithmatic achievement, iut- found no

significant relationship between the behavior scores and ac:.-ver-ent in

spelling and reading. These predictive val.dity studies are very important

to the development of the field as they sug4est that manijulaton of these

behavioral variables may well result in prcductive changes in academic achieve-

ment.

In our own laboratory, we are explorinks the convergent v ilidity of

naturalistic behavioral data by relating it to measures on similar dimensions

6 9
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in the laboratory which include: a) parent and child interaction behavior in

standard stimulus situations similar to those employed by Wahler (1967) and

Johnson and Brown (1969), b) parent behavior in response to standard stimu-

lus audio tapes similar in design to those used by Rothbart and Maccoby

(1966) and parent behavior in standardized tasks similar to those used by

Berberich (2970), and c) parent attitude and behavior rating measures on

their children. Unfortunately, at this writing, most of this data has not

been completely analyzed, but an overall report of this research will be

forthcoming. A recent dissertation by Martin (1971), however, was devoted to

studying the relationships between parent behavior in the home and parent

behavior in analogue situations. By ark', large, the results of this research

indicated no systemic relationships between the two measures. The ,,,me

general findings for parents' responses to deviant and riondeviant behavior

were replicated in the naturalistic and the- analogue data, b10: correlaIion7,

relating individual parental behavior in one setting with that in the other

were generally nonsignificant. We don't krow, of course, whicn, if either,

of the measures repmsents "truth" but thiE study underlines the importance

of seriously questioning the assumpti,is us.ially made in any analogue or

modified naturalistic research. As Martin (1971) points out, these negative

results are very representative of findings in other investigations where

naturalistic behavior data has been compared to data collected in more arti-

ficial analogue conditions (e.g., see Fawl, 1963; Gump & Kounin, 1960;

Chapanis, 1967).

Before closidg this section on validity, we would like to briefly

take note of the efforts of Cronbach a-.1 his associates to reconr:eptualize

the issue of observer agreement, reliability and validity as parts of the
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broader concept of generalizability. A full elaboration of generalizability

theory goes far beyond the purposes of this chapter and the interested

reader may be referred to several primary and secondary sources for a more

complete presentation of this model (e.g., Cronbach, Rajaratnam, & Gleser,

1963; Rajaratnam, Cronbach, & Gleser, 1965; Gleser, Cronbach, & Rajaratnam,

1965; Wiggins, 1972). ',According to this generalizability vicw, the concerns

of observer agreement, reliability and validity all boil down to a concern

for the extent to which an obtained score is generalizable to the " universe"

to which the researcher wishes the score to apply. Once an investigator

is able to specify this "universe," he should be able to specify and test

the relevant sources of possible' threat to generalizability. In a typical

naturalistic observational study, for example, we would usually at lea;;t

want to know the generalizability of data across a) observers, b) occa Hfl,

in the same setting, and c) settings. Through the generalizability mrAel,

each of these sources of variance could be explored in a factorial de:_-,icn and

their contribution analyzed within an analysis-of-variance model. This model

is particularly appealing because it provides for simultaneous assessment of

the extent of various sources of "error" which could limit generalizability.

In spite of the advantages of this factorial model, there are few precedents

for its use. This is probably more the result of practical problems rather

than a resistance to this intellectually appealing and theoretically sound

model. Even if one were to restrict himself to tie three sources of variance

outlined above, the resulting generalizability study would, for most useful

purposes, be a formidable project, indeed. Projects of this kind appear to

us, however, to be well worth doing and we can probably expect to see more

investigations which employ this generalizability model.
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It should be pointed out at this point that the generalizal)ilitv ,tu(ly

outlined above does not really speak to the traditional validity requiremnt

as succinctly defined by Campbell and Fiske (1969): "Validity is represented

in the agreement between two attempts to measure the same trait through

maximally different methods." As stated earlier, o fulfill this require-

ment, one must provide'evidence of some form of convergent validity by the

use of methods other than direct behavioral observation. The generaliz-

ability model can, theoretically, handle any Factor of this type nn(le," tho

heading of methods or "conditions," but the analysis-of-variance model

employea requires a factorial design. Thus, it would seem extremely dif-

ficult and sometimes impossible to integrate factorially other methods of

testing or rating in a design which encompassed the three variables outlined

above: observers, occasions and settings. As a result of these considerations,

we question the extent to which one generalizability study, at least in this

area of research, can fulfill all the requirements of observer agreement,

validity, and reliability which we vie ;' as so important. Rather, it is likely

that multiple analyses will still he necessary to sufficiently establish

all of the methodological requirements we have outlined fo.- naturalistic

observational data. These multiple analyses may, of course, involve analyses

of variance in a generalizability model or correlational analyses as tradi-

tionally employed.

Krantz (1971) points out that the basic controversy over group ,fs.

individual subject designs has contributed largely to the development of the

mutual isolation of operant ana nonoperant psychology. Since he measurement

of reliability and convergent validity is typically based on correlations

across a group of subjects, the operant psychologist may feel that these are

alien concepts which have no relevance for his research. We would dispute
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this view on the following logical ,'rounds, Reliability involves tin require-

ment for consistency in measurement and without some minimal level of such

consistency, there can be no demonstration of functional relationship: be-

tween the dependent variable and the independent variable, Efforts are

currently underway to discover statistical procedures for establishing reli-

ability estimates for the single case (e.g., see Jones, 1972). Any operant

study which involves repeating manipulative procedures on more than one subject

can be used for reliability ciJJCJJIIit r1C by traditional methods. Once such

reliability is established, either for the individual case or for a group, we

can be much more confident in the data and its meaning. Validity involves

the requirement of convergence among different methois in measuring the same

behavioral dimension. Where the v,,lidity of a measurement procedure ha

been previously established for a group, we can us' it with more confidence

in each individual case.. Where it has not, it is still possihle to explore

for convergence in a single case. 4e can simply see, for example, if the

child who shows high rates of aggressive behavior is perceived as aggressive

by significant others. This procedure may be done with some precision if

normative data is available on the measures used in the single case. Thus,

with normative data available one can explore the position of the single case

on the distribution of each measurement instrument. One could see, for

example, if the child who is perceived to be among the top 5% in aggressive-

ness actually shows aggressive behavior at a rate higher than 95% of his

peers. The requirements of reliability and validity are logically sound ones

which transcent experimental method and means of calculation.

These methodological issues, like all others presented in this chapter,

are highly relevant for behavioral research, even though they may at first
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John.,on and Bolstad

seem alien to it as the products of rival schools of thought

argument that the requirements sound methodology trans n(7 ".chools" and

Tt 11,r been our

that the time has come for us to attend to any variables which threaten the

quality, generalizability, or meaningfulness of our data. Behavioral

data is the most central commonality and critical contribution of all be-

havior modification research. The behaviorists' contribution o the science

the quality of this data base.

7/
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2. The authors would like to credit Lee Sechrest for first suggesting

this illustrative example.

3. The authors would like to credit Donald Hartman for clarifying

this as the appropriate procedure for establi.,ning the level of agreement to

be expected by chance.

4. For additional justif::a%ion 3f the use of this statistical proce-

dure for problems of this kind, see Wiggins (1972).

5. Several behaviors which are used in the codinp, system are not in-

cluded in the present analysis. The behaviors humiliate and dependency

could not be included because they lid not occur in the behavioral sample.

Repeated noncDmpliance and temper tantrums were not 1 ed on the verbal

report scale because they are subsumed in other categories (i.e., tantrums

are defined as simultaneous occurrences of three or mare of the follcriing--

physical negative, destructiveness, crying, yelling, etc.). Nonresponding

of the child was excluded post hoc because it was clear that parents wore

responding to this item as ignoring rather than mere nonresponse to ongoing

activity (i.e., it was a poorly-written item).
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Table 1

Coded Behaviors as Ranked by Two Methods:

Parental Ratings and Negative Social Consequences

Behavior Rank by
Parental Rating

Behavior

Rank by Mean Parent
Proportion Rating for
of Negative Behavior

Consequences

Proportion

of Negative

Consequences
to Behavior

1

2

4

4

4

6

7

S
n

10

Whine

Physical Negative
Dostructive
Tease

Smart Talk
Aversive Command
Noncompliance
iii ;h Rate

irnore

y(-11

13

2

8

5

4

3

12,-)

16

al
10

1.,,C6

1.074

1.204

1.204
1.204
1.208
1.278
1.307

1.370
1 . YV7

.12r,

.527

.352

.382

.790

.428

.37c

.ff4

.:o.`

.:'15

11 Demand Attention 15 1.611 .083
12 Ner,ativism 6 1J115 .375
13 Command Negative 1 1.8:1-1

14 Disapproval 9 1.870 .235
15 Cry 14 1.9k.2 .097
16 Indulgence 22 2.093 .027
17 Command Prime 27.5 2.132 .6))0

18 Receive 18 2.422 .--'

19 Taik 23 2.278 .%-20

20 Command 7 2.296 .355
21 Attention 25 2.5',6 .013
22 Touch 20 2.648 .043
23 Independent Activity 26 :.704 .005
24 Physical Positive 21 2.741 . 34,

25 Comply 17 2.753 .053
26 Laugh 19 2.778 .044
27 Nonverbal Interaction 2' 9.833 .012
28 Approval 27.5 2.926 .000

Spearman Rank-order correlation between columns 1. & 2 = .73 (p < .01).
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